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Welcome to the 17th edition of the                      

International EME Conference 
 

We are very glad to be hosts for this edition of the International EME Conference.  

It has been a demanding task, but a rewarding one for sure.  

130 participants from 20 countries covering 5 continents are big numbers, and we have to 

thank you be fore anyone else for your presence.  

The contents of the conference papers are top notch, with topics  spacing from Dish 

Contruction to the latest results in digital techniq ues, so a well deserved Thank you !  We 

address to the lecturers.  

We thank all the volunteers from A .R.I . Local Chapters of Mestre and Treviso for their 

collaboration  and support . Thanks to A.R.I. national and regional managements for their 

enthusiastic contribution.  

We canôt forget to thank all of our commercial sponsors who strongly believed in this project, 

for their technical and financial help.  

A very special thank you goes also to the collateral program staff!  

We hope for you all to enjoy your stay here in Venice, and  we  look forward to the next one!  

 

73. The EME 2016 Organizing Co mmittee.  
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IK1UVL & IK3XTV - Signal polarity in V/UHF bands 

 Chapter 2 
Giorgio Marchi & Flavio Egano (email: ik3xtv@gmail.com  ; marchi.uwl@gmail.com )  

 

EME 2014 ï Parc du Radome, Pleumeur Bodou France  

Chapter I : Ionospheric interactions with EME signals  

     

Synopsis:  
 

Cap. I ï 2014  

Ionosphereôs meteorology: QSB in 2 m. 

Building an Excel sheet for 2 m Faraday calculations.  

Panoramic of polarity on moon passes  

 

Cap. II -  2016  

Spat ial offset as function of distance and direction.  

Extension of Excel sheet to other V/UHF bands  

Analysis of polarity for each band.  

Numbers and orders of magnitude of qualitatively known characteristics.  

 

EME 2016 ς Chapter II . Signal Polarity in V/UHF bands 
Hello, nice to meet you again.  Why Chapter II?  

 

Background, Chapter I 
We both operate on the 2 m band, and had decided to investigate Faraday and QSB effects, so 

common on this band.  

In the 2014 France meeting,  we showed you  our studies on what happens in the ionosphere to 

a 2 m signal.  

Specifically: the type of QSB one can expect, and the polarity of the returning wave over a full 

moon pass.  

mailto:marchi.uwl@gmail.com
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All the polarity calculations were made with an Excel sheet we built.  

 

 

 

Results  were checked by comparison with real decodes of the same stations lasting at least one 

hour. For our research,  we built a big library of station pairs.  

 

Our Excel sheet 
Building the sheet for each pair of stations is a lot of work, due to the amount of da ta necessary. 

These are: Moon position during the pass, ionospheric density and thickness for that date, the 

geomagnetic field above that locator.  
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The sheet converts the ionospheric data for the stationôs location, calculates the increase of ion 

density due to oblique passage (Ka), and finds the magnetic field component in the waveôs 

direction (cosFM).  

 

Results for each station 
Putting these data in Faradayôs rotation formula and adding the polar offset gives us a table of 

the rotations of the up going an d down going waves.  
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Final results in 2m 
Notwithstanding the choice of two relatively near stations (1000 km), so that the ionospheric 

density is similar, we see that the two factors, Ka and cosFM, have an important influence in 

causing different rotation s.  

So, on 2 meters, the rotation varies appreciably, going up and down during the Moon pass.  

 

 

Chapter II 
Using this library, we intend to show and expand the polarity issue for the V/UHF bands.  

Polarity is the sum of Spatial Offset and Faraday rotation.  

Spatial Offset is dependent only  on the relative location of the stations..  

Faraday is dependent on frequency, ionosphereôs density, and on Moonôs position 

 

From our library: Spatial Offsets 
With a simple shift of the field chosen for the polarity graph, w e easily obtain from each Excel 

sheet in our library the graph of Polar Offset.  

 

Since it is independent from frequency, our library data are valid for all bands.  
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Spatial Offset 
An easy way to calculate the angle between the planes of two antennas i n different places of 

the world is to calculate for each the angle respect earthôs polar axis, then make the difference 

between them.  

P=arctg((sin Lat *cos El -cosLat *cos Az *sin El )/cos Lat *sin Az )  

Spatial Offset  = P1 ï P2 

These angles depend on the latitude, and on Moonôs direction. 

Latitude is a constant;  Moonôs direction varies during the pass. 

The differences between polar offsets increase with station distance so spatial offset can 

become an important factor of polarity.  

For example TI2SW 9000 km west of IK1UW L  

 

 

 

 

Offset, change with distance and direction 
From our big library,  we have extrapolated graphs for many stations placed in different 

directions and at different distances.  
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When the main difference is only in latitude, the graphs have an S shape, and offset tends to 

zero with Moon in the middle of the pass.  

When the difference is mainly longitude, the offset is maximum with Moon in the middle of the 

pass, and does not change sign.  

Offsets can reach and pass 90°. If greater, since the phase is not i mportant, the effective offset 

is the supplement of the calculated value (but the full value must be used for polarity 

calculation).  

 

Conversion to other bands 
In our sheets we did put in the coefficient k/f 2 which has a value for 2 m of 1,14.  

 

 
 

These ar e the different values for the other VHF and UHF bands:  

6m ï 9,46;  70cm ï 0,127;  23cm ï 0,0123  

Changing the coefficient in the formula transforms the sheet to what would happen if the two 

stations were operating on this different band. Our library can be  easily transformed to show 

what would happen on different bands for the same pair and in the same conditions.  
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4 bands (6m, 2m, 70 cm, 23 cm) 
Using the same pair, SP4MPB by PA3FPQ, we show you the superimposed graphs of polarity 

rotation when operating on  these four bands.  

 

Rotation due to Faraday is enormous on the lower band, and gradually becomes smaller with 

decreasing frequency. There is a factor 9 for each jump.  

These graphs use Faraday calculated for an unperturbed ionosphere.  

Letôs see in more detail what happens on each band.  

 

VHF bands, unperturbed ionosphere 
In VHF, polarity is determined mainly by Faraday rotation, which is much bigger than spatial 

offset.  

Faraday rotation is obtained multiplying a frequency dependent coefficien t, the geomagnetic 

field component in the waveôs direction, and the ionosphereôs electron content encountered. In 

order of importance, parameters influencing Faraday, for an unperturbed ionosphere, are:  

--  the angle between the Geomagnetic field and Moonôs direction which can vary from very 

small values to almost 90°  

--  the obliquity coefficient which measures the increase of length of the passage through the 

ionosphere, function of moonôs elevation 

--  the electron density of the ionosphere  
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VHF bands, turbulent ionosphere 
Superimposed on the average evolution of Faraday rotation during a Moon pass, there can be 

a more quick fluctuation due to the effect of ionospheric winds.  

Winds cause undulations and waves (TIDs), so free electron density varies in space and time, 

causing rotation fluctuations.  

 

Australian scient ist of the University of Sydney , Cleo Loi, has made the very interesting 

discovery of plasma tubes in Earth's magnetosphere. These structures are important because 

they cause signal distortions t hat could affect trans - ionospheric communication . 

 

The complex plasma ducts are created in the atmosphere when this is ionized by sunlight. The 

plasma interacts with the earth's magnetic field, creating field -aligned ducts of plasma. These 

structures of p lasma are at about 600 km above the Earth's surface, in the upper ionosphere.  

50 MHz band 
Typical sky noise temperature is 3600 °K (very high).  

On this band Faraday rotates with high speed many thousands of degrees over a Moon pass. 

So there is a quick shi ft between horizontal and vertical polarization.  

Spatial offset is absolutely irrelevant.  
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In this case, in the first 90 minutes rotation is 1800Á, so the speed is 20Á/1ô. 

This is just typical; we have found many cases with even higher rotation speeds.  

Letôs consider what this entails. 

 

Effect of rotation speed on a JT65 qso 
JT65 alternates 1ô periods of transmission and reception. 

We are considering a case in which the received signal, when polarity is optimum, is 3 dB above 

the minimum decoding limit.  

3 dB is the attenuation when the polarity is + -60°.  

So, during the time that polarity is between 60° and -60°, decodes are possible.  

Beyond -60° through 90° until the successive 60°, there are no decodes.  

Part of the favourable period is occupied by transmi ssion, so the number of consecutive periods 

favourable for decodes decreases to half.  

 

In this graph, we show the effect of rotation speed for three typical cases.  

A JT65 qso takes 5 -6 minutes overall  if decodes happen consecutively, rare case.  
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On this ba nd, this condition is very rare, so a qso can take a much longer time.  

144 MHz band 

Typical sky noise temperature is 300 °K (moderate). 

 

On this band there are typically overall rotations of hundreds of degrees , so spatial offset can 

influence the time wh en polarity is favourable, but is overridden by Faraday, both for near and 

for distant stations.  

Speed of rotation change is much lower, of the order of 90Á/30ô, so during a Moon pass, there 

are tens of favourable periods followed by tens of unfavourable p eriods.  

On thi s band cross yagis are usable, and this  is a coomon trend  to overcome Faraday.  

 

UHF bands 
In the UHF bands the dominant factor becomes spatial offset, which can reach and pass half 

turn, in which case the supplement co unts since phase does no t count . 

Therefore, distance between stations has the biggest influence.  

 

432 MHz band 
Typical sky noise temperature is 85 °K (low).  

 

Here Faraday rotation is of the order of tens of degrees , often smaller than spatial offset.  
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For distant stations,  the length of unfavourable periods is big, so it would be very useful having 

some way to control rx polarization, such as crossed yagis (not easy to build).  

V-H-V transitions are few and far apart..  

Cross pol. or circular pol. Is possible when moving to parabolic dishes. This is the obvious t rend 

on this band, when sizable dishes are possible.  

 

1296 MHz band 
Typical sky noise temperature is 68 °K (very low).  

 

On this band Faraday is practically non ex istent , so spatial offset becomes the dominant factor.  

Fortunately, on this band dishes predominate on yagis, and so circular pol., which is the best 

solution for these problems, is achievable.  

 

VHF/UHF bands overview 
VHF bands are dominated by Faraday, UH F bands are dominated by Spatial Offset  

Going from 6 m to 23 cm, polarity changes with decreasing speed.  

 From peaks of the order of 1200°/h on 6m (because of Faraday),  we tend towards 10° -20°/h 

on 23 cm (due to Spatial Offset).  

So when single polarity o f the receiving antenna is in use, favorable and unfavorable periods 

increase in length and decrease in number.  

Our Excel sheet has allowed us to get some numbers and orders of magnitude of characteristics, 

known in practice, of these bands.  

 

References 
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G4DDK - An investigation into EME LNA                              

safe operating levels 
Sam Jewell (e -mail: jewell@btinternet.com )  

 

A great deal has been written about the possible safe maximum input operating levels for very 

low noise preamplifiers. Some informed people have recommended that power should be left 

on the preamp during transmit , whilst others believe this may be a problem due to overdrive 

and turn the supply power off during transmit. Exactly how much signal input can be sustained 

without damage doesnôt seem to have been extensively investigated, possibly due to the 

expense of t esting many active devices to their inevitable destruction.  

There is also a grey area where preamplifiers may still continue to operate, but with degraded 

performance. It has been widely reported that some preamplifiers have exhibited degraded 

noise figur e whilst continuing to have normal gain.  

In this paper I explore failure levels in the popular VLNA23 EME preamplifier and try to 

reproduce the degraded noise figure phenomenon. The results are likely to be applicable to 

other preamplifiers using similar active devices in the front end.  

The very low noise amplifier (VLNA) for 23cm was introduced during the Weinheim VHF meeting 

in 2006. It is based on a modified design format by Tommy Henderson, WA5AGO (with his 

permission). It features self supporting inpu t matching components in order to minimise losses 

in the high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) input.  Any losses in the matching circuit add 

directly to the deviceôs inherent noise figure, increasing it by as much as several tenths of a 

dB, depending o n the quality of the components used (Q and Equivalent Series Resistance or 

ESR). The arrangement and óvalueô of the components used in the VLNA23 preamp for 23cm 

allows typically 0.25dB noise figure (17k) to be readily achieved. See fig for the simplified  

matching circuit.  

Further work on the VLNA by RW3BP identified the Mitsubishi MGF4919 as a suitable device to 

improve the noise figure below that possible with the NEC NE32584 used the first version of 

the VLNA. Further, the use of extended source leads,  in the form of wire loops, allowed the 

input match (return loss) to be increased from typically 3dB to better than 10dB and depending 

on adjustment etc, to better than 14dB. It should be stressed that the shape and steepness of 

the sides of the return los s response characteristic means that the value changes rapidly with 

adjustment and a good quality network analyser is required to achieve the best matching 

results. In a low noise preamplifier the match does NOT affect noise performance, but if a filter 

is placed ahead of the preamp a poor return loss can have drastic effects on filter passband 

frequency response. Measurement of noise figure is less uncertain with good preamplifier input 

match.  

The resulting preamplifier, incorporating many of RW3BPôs improvements, has been designated 

the VLNA23. Variants for 70, 13 and 9cm have also been developed. Only the VLNA23 has been 

used in the investigations cited in this paper. To date almost 2000 VLNAs have been produced. 

Approximately 80% of these have been VLNA 23 kits and built modules, the rest being mainly 

for 70cm and 13cm with a few for 9cm.  
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Reported faults with the VLNA 
Apart from the obvious failures due to RF overload (where the operator accidentally transmits 

directly into the preamplifier from either the RF input or the RF output) there have been several 

instances where the noise figure of the preamplifier has been seen to increase but the gain has 

remained normal. Note that I have deliberately said preamplifier and not VLNA as this failure 

has also been reported by a number of operators, and observed by myself, in at least two 

popular 144MHz P -HEMT equipped preamplifiers. Typically,  the noise figure increases by up to 

a dB or so whilst the gain remains as originally measured. Some operators may be unaware of 

the existence of this problem at first as the system noise appears normal, but signal reports 

and sun noise measurements seem t o indicate otherwise. Indeed there have been numerous 

requests on the various moon reflectors as to whether this condition is even possible, since it 

is so unusual. Yes it is!  

 

LNA devices 
In recent years there has been a revolution in the availability of low cost, very low noise, 

devices. This has been driven by the need to reduce satellite TV LNB noise figures (noise 

temperatures) to allow the use of small dish receive systems [a pity really as bigger TVRO 

dishes are great for EME]. In parallel with the n eed for lower noise figures there has been an 

increasing demand for high dynamic range devices for use in mobile radio systems such as 

GSM and UMTS.  

Most early LNAs used bipolar transistors. These have been largely superseded by what we 

commonly call GaAs  FETS or metal ïsemiconductor field -effect transistor (MESFET), such as the 

popular Mitsubishi MGF1302. More recently High electron mobility transistors ( HEMT), also 

known as heterostructure FET (HFET) or modulation -doped FET (MODFET)  have become the 

device  technology of choice.  

HEMTS are field -effect transistors incorporating a junction between two materials with different 

band gaps or  heterojunction  as the channel rather than a doped region.  

HEMTs are now gradually giving way to an improved HEMT known as a Pseudo Morphic HEMT 

(P-HEMT) device and both of these device types are used in the VLNA and in the front end of 

нΦтǇC 

уΦнǇC 

моƴI 

нΦтƴI 
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numerous other low noise preamplifiers. In the VLNA a HEMT is used in the firs t stage and a P -

HEMT in the large signal second stage.  

 

HEMT and P-HEMT reliability 
Researching the reliability of these devices in learned research papers I found that little has 

been written on the noise figure degradation effect and almost all the resea rch seems to have 

been focused on gain and power output (P1dB) degradation under various conditions of 

temperature and input level excesses. There is certainly room for a student to study this effect 

in more detail as a degree thesis.  

I was left with the o ption of doing my own testing to try to reproduce the noise figure increase 

effect and if successful to find what was the cause.  Going beyond noise figure degradation, the 

VLNA inevitably fails. At what level does this happen? I am neither a device physic ist nor an 

academic so my testing here details my results but does not identify the cause of the actual 

phenomenon.  In the conclusions, relying on a reliable source, I do speculate on the likely 

cause, however.  

 

Test method 
In order to ascertain what leve l of input signal can safely be applied to the VLNA it is not 

sufficient to test just a single example as this might give misleading results. A better method 

is to test a large number of VLNAs and record the levels at which complete failure occurs. If 

degr adation of the noise figure, with normal gain, is observed this is noted. The results of the 

testing should ideally be consistent, but inevitably some spread in results will be seen. Of course 

testing to destruction is both wasteful and expensive, but ther e is no other convenient way to 

do the tests.  

In these t ests the same VLNA23 was used ( Nr 1328) and after each test the input and second 

stage devices were changed to eliminate anomalies due to cumulative effects.  

As there is some disagreement in the comm unity as to whether preamplifiers are more robust 

powered up whilst transmitting, or should be powered down, both conditions were tested.  

Since the failure mechanism is possibly related to thermal effects due to RF, the tests were 

conducted at 3 minute and  then 1 hour intervals at each power level in the test.  

Many tests were run and as some of these could last as much as eight hours, the whole testing 

session was run over a period of several weeks. A great deal of test data was generated. Only 

a few repres entative results tables are included in the paper. The tests are ongoing and it is 

expected that some further results will be presented at the Conference.  

A Marconi Instruments 2024 signal generator was used as the test signal source. This was used 

with a n MCL ZHL series broadband amplifier to generate sufficient signal to drive the amplifier 

under test.  A 10dB attenuator was used between the generator and the ZHL amplifier. The 

output of the VLNA under test was connected to either an HP8592L spectrum ana lyser to 

measure level or HP8970A noise figure meter when testing for noise figure, with an HP346A 

(5dB ENR) noise head then substituted at the VLNA input.  

The reason for using the amplifier was to generate sufficient signal power to ensure that the 

ampli fier was driven into an area of operation where the effect should be observed -  and 

beyond. A very short lead was used to connect the broadband amplifier to the preamplifier 

under test to ensure minimal mismatch loss on the connecting lead as the preamplif ier input 
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match, although good, is far from a perfect resistive 50R. On óreflectionô an isolator should have 

been better at the preamplifier input.  

 

Fig 2 shows the test set up. After each test and device replacement the preamplifier was  re -

aligned for n oise figure, gain and input match. Although there was some small variation in the 

actual measured noise figure, gain and input match each time, best effort was made to make 

these as similar as possible. Changes of less that 0.05dB in NF and changes of more  than 

approximately1dB in gain were ignored. Input return loss was adjusted to better than 10dB in 

each case.  

The test signal at 1296MHz was gradually increased in small power increments, starting from 

the widely accepted ósafe levelô of 0dBm. This signal was injected into the VLNA23 input and 

the output terminated in a good quality 50R SMA termination. The VLNA23 was either powered 

up or left unpowered, depending on the test in progress.  

After leaving the preamp to ósoakô at each power level for a set time, the noise figure and gain 

(not match) were re -measured. If there was no noticeable change in performance the test was 

repeated at the next higher power level. This continued until either the ówantedô increase in 

noise figure was observed or the preamplif ier showed complete failure.  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Test Setup  

 

 

Results 
The following shows the initial VLNA23 test measurements before the series of tests were 

begun.  

VLNA23 Nr 1328  

Initial measurements :  

Noise figure measured at 0.25dB, gain 37.5dB, Input return loss 10dB  

Drain voltage Tr1 =1.15V, Tr2 =2.93V  
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The first series of tests involved increasing the power input by a small amount with VLNA23 

power on, soak at that level for 3 minutes, then remeasure,  and note noise figure and gain. 

The noise figure and gain numbers are those measured after the soak period at the power lev el 

in the top row of the table.  

 

Input 

level 

(dBm)  

+4  +10  +13  +14  +15  +16  +17  +18  +19  +20  +21  +22  +23  +24  

Noise 

figure 

(dBm)  

0.2

7 

0.28  0.31  0.32  0.33  0.33  0.33  0.32  0.33  0.38  0.39  0.38  0.41  Failed  

Gain 

(dB)  

38.

3 

38.4  38.6  38.6  38.6  38.6  38.6  38.6  38.2  38.5  38.5  38.4  38.5   

Table 1 . Power on and input level gradually increase. Soak for 3 minutes at each power level.  

 

 

Input 

level 

(dBm)  

0 +7  +10  +13  +15  +17  +20  

Noise 

figure 

(dB)  

0.28  0.28  0.28  0.28  0.29  0.58  Failed  

Gain 

(dB)  

38.0  38.1  38.2  38.2  38.1  38.0   

Table 2 . Power on and input increased in slightly larger increments. Soak for 3 minutes.        

Note the noise figure degradation at the +17dBm measurement level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 Power on and again a noise figure degradation was seen.                                 

Soaked for 3 minutes at each power level.  

 

Input 

level 

(dBm)  

0 +5  +10  +17  +20  

Noise 

Figure 

(dB)  

0.27  0.26  0.27  0.68  Failed  

Gain     

(dB)  

37.9  37.5  37 .8  37.5   
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To investigate if the length of time of abusive power affected the results another series of tests, 

still with power on, was conducted with a soak time of 1 hour at each level.  

 

Input 

level 

(dBm)  

0 +6  +10  +13  +15  +17  +20  

Noise 

figure 

(dB)  

0.31  0.31  0.32  0.32  No 

measurement  

0.32  Failed  

Gain 

(dBm)  

37.6  37.6  37.5  37.4   37.4   

Table 4. Power on. Soak for 1 hour each level  

 

The test was then repeated with power off.  

 

Input 

level 

(dBm)  

0 +10  +13  +15  +17  +20  +21  

Noise 

figure 

(dB)  

0.31  0.32  0.30  0.32  0.34  0.4  Failed  

Gain 

(dBm)  

38.4  38.6  38.2  38.0  37.8  37.8   

Table 5.  Power off but soaked for 1 hour at each level.                                                                            

Only a small degradation seen at +20dBm before complete failure at +21dBm input.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.  Power on and soaked for one hour at each level.                                                       

Noise figure degradation is again seen at the +17dBm input level.  

 

Input 

level 

(dBm)  

0 +6  +10  +13  +15  +17  +20  

Noise 

figure 

(dB)  

0.31  0.32  0.32  0.32  no 

results  

0.54  Failed  

Gain 

(dB m)  

37.6  37.6  37.4  37.4   37.4   
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The table below shows another test with power off and soaked for 1 hour. This time there was 

no apparent degradation bef ore complete failure at +19dBm input level  

 

Input 

level 

(dBm)  

0 +7  +10  +13  +15  +17  +19  

Noise 

figure 

(dB)  

0.28  0.28  0.28  0.28  0.30  0.28  Failed  

Gain 

(dBm)  

38.4  38.4  38.4  38.4  38.3  38.25   

Table 7. Power off. Soaked for one hour at each level.  

Conclusions 
The results show some quite large anomalies due probably to the measurements having been 

taken over a pe riod of some weeks. However they do show that the degraded noise figure effect 

is seen in a reasonable proportion of the tests and occurs between about +15 and +20dBm 

input level. Beyond +20dBm the preamp tends to fail completely. The period of the test, u p to 

1 hour, makes little if any difference to the results. This seems to point to both degradation 

and failure happening quite quickly when the preamp is abused by too much RF input and is 

consistent with relay contact effects.  

There are a number of key conclusions :  

Complete failure of the input stage was most common. Degradation in noise figure was less 

common. The four examples included in the above tables were the only ones seen in around 

20 tests (~20%)  

The VLNA23 is able to sustain a much higher inpu t level, without damage, than expected. A 

level up to +15dBm was repeatedly obtained without apparent damage for soak durations of 

up to 1 hour both for power on and power off.  

The MGF4919 generally didnôt fail completely until the input level exceeded+20dBm, power on 

or off. No  failures of the second stage ( ATF54143) were experienced.  

4.  Although not part of these tests, the same degradation effect has been noted in several 

ATF53189 equipped preamplifiers. The ATF53189 is an Avago E -pHEMT device, so the e ffect 

doe not seem to be limited to conventional HEMT technology.  

 

Recommendations 
Although the VLNA23 is clearly able to stand more power input, without damage, than is usually 

accepted it is still a good idea to limit maximum input to 0dBm to give a good  margin of 

protection.  

Sequencer delay should be at least 100ms to allow relay contact bounce to cease. Older relays 

may require increased delay as the weakened contacts may bounce for longer.  

Very high power systems might need two protection relays in tan dem!   
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DJ5HG - On the Theoretical and Practical Limits                   

of Digital QSOs 
Klaus von der Heide, (email: Klaus@v -d-Hei.de )  

Introduction 
A usual digital communication system consists of hardware and software. In order to reach 

maximum sensitivity, every hardware component must be carefully tuned to optimal power or 

lowest noise. This paper deals with the part of the system which is implemen ted in software on 

the PC. The theoretical lower bound of digital information transfer is analysed under the special 

constraints of radio amateur QSOs.  

Weak -signal communication systems usually are evaluated by the relation of the required 

energy per info rmation bit Eb to the noise power per Hz bandwidth N0 = kBT with the 

Boltzmann -constant kB and the equivalent noise - temperature T. In a spaceprobe, the value 

Eb/N0 determines the number of information bits that can be communicated with a limited 

battery. I n an optimized BPSK -sytem, Eb/N0 is the SNR at the input of the decoder. On the 

other hand, radio amateurs use the SNR at the audio output of an SSB - transceiver, i.e. in a 

bandwidth of 2500 Hz. Unfortunately, digital modes with different periods cannot be compared 

directly in this case. The transformation between both scales is easily performed by  

SNR = Eb/N0 + 10*log10( number_infobits / period / bandwidth )  

Eb/N0 = SNR ī 10*log10( number_infobits / period / bandwidth )  

For the threshold sensitivity SNR =ī24 dB of JT65 in bandwidth 2500 Hz we get  

Eb/N0 = ī24 ī 10*log10( 72 / 47.8 / 2500 ) = +8.2 dB 

C.E.Shannon found by mathematical treatment [1] that confident communication only is 
possible if  

Eb/N0 > ln(2) or in dB: Eb/N0 > 10*log10( ln(2) ) = ī1.6 dB 

Applied to the usual EME -case of transmission of about 70 bits within about 50 seconds we get 
the minimum possible SNR in bandwidth 2500 Hz (for communication at 100% correct decode):  

SNR > ī1.6 + 10*log10( 70 / 50 / 2500 ) = ī34.1 dB. 

Therefore, at least  theoretically, a gain of 10 dB over JT65 could be possible.  

In 1959 Shannon refined the lower bound of communication as a function of the number k of 
information bits encoded as transmitted blocks, and of the code rate r which is the relation of 
the numb er of information bits k in a block and the number of resulting bits n of the transmitted 

block, and finally of the required block error rate PW [2]. This lower bound is called the sphere -
packing lower bound.  

Figure 1 shows the sphere -packing bound (for r = 0) over the number of information bits 
encoded in blocks, and the Eb/N0 at which interplanetary communication systems reach the 
low block error rate PW = 10 -4 [3]. Figure 1a adds the sphere -packing bound for lower code 
rates, and the Plotkin -bound [4].  
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Figure 1. Evaluation of some codes and spacecrafts by the JPL for the block error rate 

PW=10 -4 .  

 

Figure 1a. This figure adds to Figure 1: the sphere -packing  bound for r  =  1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 [6], 

and the Plotkin bound (for any r). There is obviously some distance between the interplanetary 
communication and the sphere -packing bound for r  =  0, but they nearly reach the limits set by 
the lower code rates. Also ad ded are two codes found by the author and used in PSK2k and in 

the experimental mode QAM11. The required Eb/N0 of the modes PSK2k and QAM11 are 
considerably worse compared the the codes. This is caused by the necessary synchronization 
and phase - recovery (s ee Chapter  4 of this paper).  
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In contrast to commercial and scientific communication, we are interested to transmit small 

blocks of about k=60 bits of information, and we are happy if the rate of successful decodes is 
just PW=50%. So the question is: Where  are our weak -signal systems in a diagram for 
PW=0.5? This is shown in Figure 2. The modes used by radio amateurs obviously are more or 

less far away from the theoretical limit. It is profitable to know the reasons, because the goal 
of a design of a weak -signal mode should be to approach the limit. We will now discuss the 

main three topics.  
 

Codes for the Radio-Amateur Weak-Signal Modes 

Figure 2 shows a gap in the required Eb/N0 of 6 dB between uncoded transmission and lower 

bound for optimally encoded tran smission at the typical number k  =  60 of information bits in a 

weak -signal QSO. A good code should approach the lower bound as near as possible, and 

decoding on a usual PC must be possible in about a second or less, but it's gain cannot be 

larger than 6  dB. 

Convolutional Codes (CC) are a large class with selectable code rate r  =  1/2, 1/3, ... , 1/16, 

and smaller. The distance between the lower bounds for codes with r  =  1/2 and those with 
r =  0 is 1.6  dB at k  =  60 . We therefore should choose a code with low  rate (r  =  1/8 ... 1/16).  
 

 

 

Figure 2. A diagram corresponding to Figure  1, but for PW  =  0.5 looks quite different. The 

reason is that there is a considerable probability for receiving a correct block out of pure noise. 
Especially 1 -bit -blocks are correct by 50% even if there is no signal. The  horizontal scale of the 

diagram therefore is limited to the interesting region k  =  4 ...  100. The green line named "lower 
bound RTTY" means an alphabet of 43 characters encoded by the optimal Hadamard43 -code. 

JT44 and HDCW also belong to this class of cha racter -oriented transmissions. The 
synchronization of single character -blocks causes a loss of about 3 dB (see Chapter  4).  
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A second parameter of convolutional codes is the so -called constraint length cl .  Large 
constraint length makes the code better, but increasing cl by 1 nearly doubles the decoding 

time of the usual Viterbi -decoder. This limits cl to less than 16 or even lower. In addition, cl 
should not be larger than k/4. Otherwise the overhead of the  long tail decreases the code 

performance.  

A very effective method to increase the performance of convolutional codes is tail -biting. Given 
the constraint length cl (and r < 1/3), tailbiting makes the code much better if k is within the 

interval 4*cl  ...  20*cl. Figures 3 and 4 show results of the author's simulations. The encoding 
of tail -ended and tail -biting convolutional codes is explained in the documentation of PSK2k  [5]. 
The author decodes tail -biting blocks by applying the normal Viterbi -decoder to the 

concatenation of five times the received block enclosed by (1/r)  *  (cl  ī 1) zeros at the 
beginning and at the end. The result is an array of cl  ī 1 +  5*k bits. Bits cl+2*k  ...  cl+3*kī1 

are taken as the k decoded information bits. This procedure surely could considerably be 
improved. The results presented here were obtained with this simple algorithm.  
 

 

 

Figure 3. Required Eb/N0 to reach the threshold block error rate of 50% by selected 

convolutional codes. The codes are named by CC(  cl,  r  ). All codes  are taken from the author's 

web page  [7]. In the essential region of k  =  60  ...  70, some codes approach the theoretical 
lower bound to less than 0.4  dB distance.  

We can conclude from Figures 3 and 4 that the convolutional codes with r  =  1/16 and 
cl =  12,  13, and 14 are very good codes for the case of weak -signal applications in amateur 

radio. If the application does not allow such low code rates we must accept a loss. In the case 
of PSK2k -2m, the SSB -bandwidth does not allow a Baud - rate larger than 2000. T his limits the 

number of bits of the codeword which can be sent within a short meteorscatter ping to about 
250 including all additional pilote bits sent for synchronization and phase recovery. Therefore, 
the code rate cannot be lower than r  =  1/2. This cau ses a loss of 1.6  dB. The 4m -  and 6m -

modes use r  =  1/4 and r  =  1/8 with a much lower loss. 1/3 of the transmitted bits are pilote 
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bits. This overhead causes an additional loss of 10*log10(3/2)  =  1.8  dB. The sensitivity of 

PSK2k -2m therefore should be  

Eb/N0 of the CC(13,1/2) at k = 71 taken from Figure 3: ī0.1 dB 

loss by adding the pilote (1 pilote bit per 2 codeword bits): 1.8 dB  

the sum is the theoretical Eb/N0 of PSK2k -2m: 1.7 dB  

in scale with bandwidth 2500 Hz: SNR = 1.7 + 10*log10( 71 / 0.129 / 2500 ) = ī4.9 dB 

This fits well to the experiments [8] with the existing PSK2k -receiver where ī6 dB and ī4 dB 
resulted in block error rates 90% and 0% resp. We can conclude this chapter 2 with the 

satisfactory message that there exist well usable codes for weak -signal applications which 
approach the theoretical lower bound better than 0.4 dB. The next chapter will show that this 

unfortunately only is true for PSK.  
 

 

Figure 4. Required Eb/N0 to reach the threshold block error rate of 50% by convolutional codes 

wit h different constraint length cl and fixed r  =  1/16 (blue line), and decoding time on a PC 

(green line). A useful code obviously is the tail -biting CC(  13,  1/16  ).  
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Modulation and Demodulation 

Figure 5 compares the bit error rates at very low signal levels for some modulation types. It is 

obvious that PSK is much better than all other types. The difference of the required Eb/N0 gets 

even larger with decreasing signal levels. At bit error rate 0. 1, FSK and PSK differ by 6  dB 

(horizontal distance in Figure 5), at bit error rate 0.4, the difference already approaches 12  dB. 

Such large error rates (or corresponding small Eb/N0 values) are quite normal if low - rate codes 

are used. Let for example be r  =  1/16, that means the number of transmitted bits is 16 times 

larger than the number k of information bits. If the codeword is received with Eb/N0  =  ī1.5 dB 

(the threshold sensitivity of CC(13,1/16)), then the energy per codeword bit is 12  dB less: 

ī13.5  dB. We get the corresponding bit error rate of PSK from Figure 5. It is 0.38.  

 

 

Figure 5. The bit error rates of modulation types differ very much at the same energy Eb/N0 in 

case of very low signal levels. The (horizontal) difference between PSK and FSK a t the bit error 

rate 0.4 is nearly 12  dB, while it is 6  dB at the bit error rate 0.1.  

 

The Eb/N0 to get the same bit error rate with FSK is 11 dB worse. I.e. if the same code is used 

combined with FSK instead of PSK, the transmitter must use more than 10 t imes the power 

needed by PSK. This shows that low - rate codes cannot be used conveniently with FSK.  

A corresponding calculation with the higher - rate code CC(15,1/2) yields a difference of 6 dB 

between PSK and FSK. But if PSK with the low - rate code is compar ed to FSK with the high - rate 

code, then the difference is 8 dB.  
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ASK is about 1 dB more sensitive than FSK in the weak -signal area. It has the additional 

advantage of insensitivity to spreaded radio channels (FAI, aurora). On the other hand, there 

are the well known disadvantages of ASK, mainly the electromagnetic interference.  

DPSK has nearly the same sensitivity as BPSK at large signal levels. It is even better than BPSK 

down to about Eb/N0   =  5 dB if phase recovery of BPSK has to be supported by an addi tional 

pilote.  

m-FSK is a good choice for uncoded communication. Figure  6 shows the symbol error rates of 

m-FSK for different values of m. The error rates are considerably reduced for Eb/N0 > 2 dB at 

large m. But, following the argumentation of above, error correcting codes are nearly unusable.  

An example for m -FSK is JT44. It uses a 43 -FSK. A transmitted block consists of 22 symbols 

which are sent 3 times in sequence within 25 seconds. The 50% block error rate (all 22 symbols 

correct) is reached at the  symbol error rate 1  ī 0.5(1/22)   =  0.031. It follows from figure 6 

that Eb/N0   =  +3.3  dB yields this symbol error rate in a 43 -FSK. The JT44 -block contains 66 

data symbols interleaved by 69 synchronization symbols.  

The synchronization therefore causes a  loss of 10*log10(135/66)  =  3.1  dB. The transformation 

to SNR in 2500 Hz yields the 50% - threshold to get all 22 characters of the transmitted text 

fully correct:  

SNR = 3.3 + 3.1 + 10*log10( 22*log2(43) / 25 / 2500 ) = ī20.8 dB 

 

This theoretical lower bound  fits well to the practical observation. It follows directly from 

Figure  2 that JT44 seems to be better than JT65. This is true only on non - fading channels, 

where JT44 needs only half the energy of JT65 to communicate an information bit. In contrast 

to PSK , coding cannot lead to considerable gain in sensitivity if FSK is used. But it does a good 

job in case of fading.  

Our conclusion of this chapter is: BPSK is the only modulation for communication with very 

weak signals. In case of uncoded transmission, m -FSK may be a good alternative.  

 

 

Figure 6. Symbol Error Rates of m -FSK and corresponding bit error rates (dashed lines)  
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Synchronization and Phase Recovery 

If small blocks are used  in a weak -signal communication, it is very difficult to find the block in 

time -domain and in frequency -domain. This problem is exhaustively discussed in [9], and the 

author made a contrution to it on the last EME -conference [10].  

 

Figure 7. Example for the search of the pilote pattern of QAM11 (length 283 bits) at 

SNR =  ī29 dB and phase distortion of coherence length 5  s (corresponding to 28 bits). The 
pattern was divided into 20 overlapping segments of length  28. The complex input signal is 

filtered by all segments. The absolute -values of all 20 outputs are shown above. None of them 
has a significant indication of a hit, but the sum (the lower line) clearly has.  

 

The search for a weak signal in frequency domain may be supported by a waterfall -diagram. 

But this does not work in case of PSK, and it fails completely for signals with SNR lower than 
about -28  dB in 2500  Hz bandwidth. Therefore the only solution is the exhaustive search on all 
parallel channels within a given bandwidth. The spacing of the chann els is proportional to the 

Baud - rate. A high Baud - rate reduces the search in frequency domain. This fits well to the 
demand for low - rate codes.  The search in time -domain can easily be realized by interleaving 

the data -bits with a fixed binary pattern of l ow autocorrelation. The author prefers Hadamard -
codes. In order to profit from the sensitivity of coherent PSK, the pattern must be divided into 
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segments of length less than the coherence time. The correlation is performed with all segments 

and the results  are absolutely added at correct delays. Figure 7 gives an example for the 
Hadamardcode of 283  bits and coherence length corresponding to 28  bits. The reverse pattern 
was divided into 20 overlapping segments of length 28 which where taken as the filter -

coefficients of 20 filters. The figure shows the absolut -values of the individual filter outputs 
(already correctly shifted) and the sum of these outputs. The phases of the filteroutputs at the 

hit are good estimates of the carrierphase. A simple interpolatio n yields the development of the 
carrierphase over the whole length of the inputsignal. At this length of the pilote pattern, BPSK 
is 12  dB more sensitive than FSK, and the sensitivity even increases with longer patterns. The 

author uses this method of sync hronization and phase - recovery in PSK2k with the interleaving 
sequence d1 p1 d2 d3 p2 d4 d5 p3 d6 d7 p4 d8 ... where di and pi denote data resp. pilote bits 

with index i.   

The very simple experimental modes QAM11 and QAM66 use a tail -biting CC(12,1/8) to 
generate 568 data bits out of 71 information bits. The pilote also has 568 bits (see the 

appendix). But there is no interleaving of pilote and data. The data are modulated on the 
sinewave carrier (full amplitude), and the pilote bits are shifted by a halve bit and modulated 
on the cosinewave (halve amplitude). This Offset -QAM reduces the principal loss caused by 

sending the pilote to 
10*log10  (  (  energy  of  data  )  /  (  energy  of  pilote  and  data  )  )   =   ī1.0 dB.  

The reduction of the power for the pilote leads to an increase of the rate of failure of the 
synchronization at very low signal levels. Nevertheless, this tradeoff between synchronization 
failure and decoding failure leads to a 50% - threshold -SNR of ī32 dB in 2500  Hz bandwidth on 
the AWGN -channel (  Eb/N0  =  0.46  dB ). That is a gain of 8  dB compared to JT65. And it is 

about 2.5  dB above the corresponding sphere packing bound (see Figure  1a). If we subtract 
the known losses, 1  dB loss by the pilote transmission and 0.5 dB loss by the used code, the 

remainin g distance from the theoretical lower bound only is 1  dB. It is caused by different 
reasons, synchronization failures for example.   

On a fading channel, the phase must be recovered as a function of time over the whole receiving 

period. If the coherence tim e for example is 1  second then there are only 11 noisy pilote bits 
within this time segment to support the phase recovery. The recovered phase therefore may 
be very noisy which reduces the sensitivity considerably. Figure  8 shows the block error rates 

of Q AM11 and QAM66 for different coherence times. The phase recovery for PSK or QAM 
generally fails if the coherence time is less than 1  /  Baudrate.  

 

FSK vs. PSK 

As long as the phase recovery is successful, PSK and QAM are more sensitive than FSK. But  if 

the phase distortion by the radio channel is too large, only FSK and ASK are usable. It is 

interesting to get a closer look to the transition region. Let the coherence time of phase 

distortion be 0.4  s. From Figure  8 we get a block error rate of 90% at  -25  dB.  

If the transmission period now is compressed to 1/6 (QAM66), and the power correspondingly 

increased by 7.8  dB, then QAM66 will run with a block error rate of only 6% at a 6  times larger 

bit rate, but with the same Eb/N0. The reason is the increase of sensitivity of PSK with lower 

(i.e. mo re stretched) phase distortion.  
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See Figure  8 for the dependency of sensitivity on the coherence time in case of QAM11/66.  

Thus PSK sets a lower bound for the rate bits  /  (coherence  time). In other words:  if the 

coherence time is low, you have to use a high bitrate. To communicate the high bit rate on a 

weak radio channel you are forced to transmit with appropriate high power. The energy per bit 

remains the same as in Figure  1.  

On the other hand, the tran smitting power is limited for radio amateurs.  

Therefore the demands for PSK cannot be satisfied in some cases. This especially concerns 

EME-contacts with strong libration fading on GHz -bands. If PSK does not work we must accept 

the general loss of other m odulations plus the loss of coding gain which adds to at least 5  dB. 

This is not weak -signal communication, but bad -channel communication.  
A further problem arises on channels with both, frequency -spreading and time -spreading. Time 

spreading leads to inter symbol interference (ISI), if the Baudrate is higher than 1  /  (time 

spreading). PSK cannot be used on such over -spreaded channels. An example is aurora, but 

not EME.  

 

Figure 8. Block error rates of QAM11 and QAM66 for different coherence times.  
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Appendix: QAM11 (QAM66)  

Source Code: 56 bits of information plus 15 check bits for final error detection (71 bits)  

Channel Code: CC ( 12, 1/8 ) tail -biting and interleaved, results in 8*71 = 568 bits  

Pilote Sequence: Hadamard -283 interleaved with the encoded receiver -address of 284 bits  

Receiver Address: 54 address bits plus 17 check bits = 71 bits encoded with CC ( 12, 1/4 ) TB  

Modulation: QAM, data on sine with amplitude 0.89, pilote on cosine with amplitude 0.45  

Baud - rate: 8000 / 720 = 11.1111 (66.6666)  

Total Bandwidth: 12 Hz (72 Hz)  

Length  of Transmission: 568.5 * 720 / 8000 = 51.165 s, period 60 s (8.5275 s no fixed period)  

 

 
  

http://www.dj5hg.de/code/codes.html
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ZS6EME - Optimized EME reception with Linrad and WSJT 

under multi-polarization configuration 
Alex Artieda (email: zs6eme@linkrf.ch )  

 

Fig1. HB9Q 144 Mhz  Station with multipol. System  

 

Introduction 

EME operators are searching always the best RX performance in their systems. Since the advent 

of MAP65 many configurations was proposed to beat the infamous Faraday Rotation. My main 

contribution has been the de sign and production of more than 200 IQ + radios  to exploit to the 

maximum the outstanding features on  Linrad and MAP65, specially in 50, 144 and 432 MHz  

This paper is not a trial of which software works better , it is simply a basis for setting up a multi 

polarization  system  that allows us to make appropriate comparisons  and, maybe at the end, 

gain some extra performace.  

However, a recurring comment within  the EME community  (most of the time not well 

documented)  regarding the differences between MAP65 and W SJT has captured my attention 

in the last years and has motiv ated me to try to understand tho se differences in decoding (if 

exist ) without  marginalizing any specific software.  

The system I propose is very similar to others but with some differences, is bas ed on  the ñdoò 

and ñdo notsò committed previously . The title of my presentation refers to WSJT; however a 

multi -polar ization  system based on Linrad is a powerful tool, no t only for digital operators,  has 

tremend ous advantages for CW as we will see later  

Because of erroneous observations (mainly a priori and without scientific basis) that WSJT 

decodes better than MAP65,  this guide opens a door to a real analysis. A suitable SW and HW  

platform  is needed  (and properly configure)  to make appropriate compariso ns, simple 

observations are not enough. T hen the data collected  can be integrated, analyzed and 

conclusions can emerge, is a very long process, this is just the beginning .  

 

Previous multi polarizations systems 
Many systems were proposed in the last years but after a deep analysis I consider only two of 

them as serious systems.  
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The analog approach 
Carsten DM1CG, use in DK0KK an ñanalogò approach to split the signal coming from the 

antennas in different phase angles.  

 

Fig2.DK0KK Analog phase splitter  

 

This is a ñstate of the artò phase splitter/shifter based on passive analog parts like coax cables, 

splitters and hybrid couplers. That system demand a complex instrument (Vector Network 

Analyzer) to calibrate the phase shift on each port to reduce ñat maximumò phase errors due 

improper implementation. This way to reach different phase on the signal works as great as 

the investment on dedication and precision during the setup but ñaddò the intrinsic problem 

than any analog part you add on the system has some tol erances (expressed in +/ -  decimal 

degrees) on the phase shift, same for the amplitude (in tenth of dBôs). The sum of errors makes 

the system hard to be properly duplicated and calibrated but not impossible, never the less 

Carsten have the knowhow and the i nstruments and is well proved he did a good job.  

 

 

 

The Digital approach 
Roger W3SZ uses Linrad as an Input to digitize the analog baseband. The Linrad MASTER is in 

charge to open the audio A/D converter who is attached to a WSE 4ch receiver. Then he send 

the digital stream to 4 different Linrad SLAVES and MAP65, each slave receive the RAW data 

from the Linrad MASTER and later each Linrad SLAVE is set (just with the polarization control) 

to a different angle, H, V +45 and -45 (in practice you can open as mu ch Linrad SLAVES you 

want and configure each to any desired angle with just one mouse click). Then the output of 

each Linrad SLAVE is send to a dedicate WSJT program, WSJT knows nothing about the 

polarization of the signal, is the Linrad SLAVE who will be fix at witch angle the operator wants 
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to receive, this make the digital approach very useful for CW operators because you can listen 

the audio on one single Linrad and rotate the polarization control with the mouse ñon flyò until 

you have the strongest sig nal in your headset, no more complex mechanical systems to rotate 

antennas and feeds like in the past.  

(About W3SZ setup: see http://www.nitehawk.com/w3sz/LinradMAP65.htm )  

 

Linrad and WSJT under multi-polarization configuration 
This is the system I propose based on the Digital approach of W3SZ:  

 

Fig3 Multi -polarization system with Linrad as a core  

 

The multi -polarization system allows us to receive the same signal, coming from the same 

antenna du ring the same period of time and using the same analog Front -end hardware; that 

means the integrity of the data is guarantee and is presented at the same time, in the same 

way, to different softwareôs. Many wrong configurations just tap the IF line and use two different 

receptors and/or computers with different A/D converters (audio cards), this could be ok when 

you compare radio HW but is not the  properly way for compare two or more different softwareôs in a 

fair way. I saw other wrong configurations were the signal after the preamps is just split with a simple BNC 

ñTò. We cannot trust in that configuration due the distortion on the phase integrity of the analog signal they 

introduce. 

 

http://www.nitehawk.com/w3sz/LinradMAP65.htm
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Special considerations 
This is a complex system and not easy to implement and use. There are special conditions to 

be considered before embarking on the tedious but fruitful, adventure of set up similar system. 

It is not an impossible task but I will detail some points that shou ld not be avoid/overlooked. 

Currently there are 4 similar systems installed in different parts of the world and its operators 

are more than satisfied with the results . 

 

THE ANTENNA and FRONT-END 
Is a must to have a dual polarization antenna, the configurat ion could be in ñ+ò or ñXò, what is 

important is minimize the loss in the coax cables, use properly antenna combiners (same model 

and manufacture). The preamps need to have (if possible) the same gain and NF (matched 

pairs) and again same model and manufac ture will help. Your radio need to be a ñrealò Dual 

channel radio for adaptive polarization, both receptors need to share the same local oscillator 

with a signal with the same phase and amplitude (this is a pre -condition for adaptive 

polarization). Today t he IQ+ (with more than 200 units in service) is a good example, also the 

WSE converters and only few other digital SDR radios. The use of USB SDR dongles is not 

possible, at least on the way they are commercialized, if you are able to ñlockò two SDR USB 

receptors with the same LO then you are in business, if not will not work.  

 

THE COMPUTER 
This is the core of your system, what I propose is use just on PC to run all programs at the 

same time. WSJT and MAP65 demanding huge amount of RAM and disk processing, same as 

Microprocessor capabilities. I test the system in different PC configurations and the minimum 

you must have is an I5 Intel processor with a clock speed of at least 3GHz, 8GB RAM and if 

possible a SSD disk instead of traditional mechanical disk. In that system all software runs 

together and you will not have overlap during decoding process (the las seconds of a RX period) 

with the upcoming TX period. Keep the old computers for internet browsing and emails. The 

top performance computer for this task i s the similar we are using in HB9Q and in my QTH: I7 

Intel processor 4Ghz clock, 16GB RAM and 4 Solid State Disk in RAID0 configuration. Regarding 

the disk: if your disk system is to slow the data processing will be delayed by the Disk controller 

and this will create a bottleneck increasing the demanding of the processor. I use RAID0 

because this increase the read and write process in a dramatic way. When a mechanical normal 

disk have today a media of 150MB/s one single SSD will give you 500MB/s and 4 SSD i n RAID0 

give you up to 1,500MB/s, the escalation is not lineal BUT if you consider RAID0 disk 

configuration be aware if one disk fail you will loss the entire PC, a periodically backup with 

some software like Acronis is required to restore the PC in case o f a disk failure, in a computer 

with that characteristics running 5 Linradôs, MAP65 and 4 WSJT plus browser and antenna 

controller will hit the processor no more than 60% for 2 or 3 seconds, the idle will be no more 

than 20%, enough performance.  

MONITORS 
Just one single monitor is not enough to run the system, a lot of information will be available 

on your screen and switching from one program to another in a single monitor is impossible. 

Today most of the PCôs come with video cards capable to run 2 monitors simultaneously. 

Never the less after test the system in different location we found the absolute minimum 

numbers of displays in 2 (a little complicate), a minimum in 3, ideal is 4. HB9Q use 6 

monitors per station, personal with 4 is enough. You will need  a second graphic adapter, 

nothing fancy, just with multiport capability, ZS6JON is using a small USB video adapter (very 

cheap) with good results.  
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MORE THAN ONE PC 
If you donôt have an I5 or I7 computer with those characteristics you can off- load the wor k in 

two or 3 slow computers. Just consider the impact regarding space, duplicated mouse and 

keyboards, never the less will work. Linrad donôt demand huge resources, you can keep Linrad 

MASTER and SLAVES in one PC and run MAP65 and WSJT in another one or e ven in two. Timing 

is very important; you must share the same internal network (preferred without network 

switches or hubs in between). A good NTP program to synchronize the clock is a must . 

 

OPERATING SYSTEM 
I test the configuration under Windows 7 / 8 / 10 but for sure you can run the system in a 

native Linux or OS, is just a matter of configuration, totally possible for sure.  

 

CW ONLY OPERATORS 
The system is much simple and will demand just one single PC wit h I3 processor or even less, 

if you are not interested in digital you donôt need huge of PC power, just 1 Linrad properly 

configured and thatôs all, you will be able to beat the Faraday Rotation just with one click with 

your mouse but your Front -End must b e based in dual polarization Antennas and receiver.  

 

COMPILE YOUR OWN LINRAD 
Linrad by default donôt have implemented the option to follow the frequency selected in Linrad 

MASTER by the Linrad SLAVES, due the fact my system is very similar to Roger W3SZ he  create 

a special files called extra_w3sz_hb9dri.c  and users_w3sc_hb9dri.c  , those files allow you 

to compile Linrad to allow all Linrad SLAVES are on the same frequency you select on Linrad 

MASTER and NOT in MAP65, later I will explain why.  

 

LINRAD AND MAP65 CALIBRATION 
Just installing the programs is not enough to reach top performance, you must do some 

calibration previous any collection of data and post analysis is done. The list is a must and 

cannot be avoided:  

In Linrad MASTER  calibrate IQ image rejection  

In Linrad MASTER and SLAVES calibrate the Noise Blanker (Total amplitude and phase) with a 

pulse generator similar like Leif SM5BSZ propose in his page or like the SIGP -1 I design and 

produce in the past, (have a look in http://www.linkrf.ch/SIGen.html )  

In MAP65 you donôt need to calibrate Image rejection 

In MAP65 donôt use the Noise blanker, the Linrad NB is much better 

In MAP65 calibrate the Dphi  

PATIENCE, a lot of PATIENCE: The  setup process is long and very complicate but when is done 

is done, never the less use the system demand some training, you will need to follow some 

concatenated process to start and stop the system, and errors in the start/stop will be 

translated not nec essary in a non -working system but will produce completely wrong data, if 

this is combined with a poor PC performance the dissatisfaction is guaranteed.  

http://www.linkrf.ch/SIGen.html
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HOW THE MULTI-POLARIZATION SYSTEM WORKS 
Linrad MASTER is the core of your system, when you click in any frequency in Linrad MASTER 

and your Linradôs are compiled with the properly files the Linrad SLAVES will go, all together, 

to the same frequency, this allow your WSJTôs are all in the same frequency. In Rogerôs W3SZ 

configuration the Linrad MASTER follow the frequency you select in MAP65, this is nice but has 

one problem, normally when you are in MAP65 during RX periods you can quickly click and 

select another adjacent frequency were you consid er a potential signal is, you try manually 

several times forcing decodes and many times you will find decodes on the high resolution 

graph when the wide decoder donôt decode, this automatically will change the Linrad SLAVES 

frequency destroying the RX peri od, that means in that implementation you cannot change with 

MAP65 the frequency during a RX period without destroying the RX period in WSJT because 

MAP65 will change Linrad MASTER and also the Linrad SLAVES, in that way on my system I can 

move freely in M AP65 without altering the RX period on WSJT, the disadvantage is I need to 

change manually the RX frequency in MAP65 and Linrad MASTER when I want MAP65 and WSJT 

decoding the same signal but I donôt see a problem on that. 

Linrad MASTER send, via the networ k, two kind of data in different ports: it sends raw data 

24 bit format to port 50002  (this is the input configuration port for Linrad SLAVESôs) and 

timf2 blanker out to port 50004  (this is the input configuration for MAP65).  

The Frequency configuration is  done creating a folder in your root named C:/Lin2ft and placing 

inside a file Radio0file , Linrad MASTER will write the frequency in that file and Linrad SLAVES 

will read the frequency also from that file, in that way Linrad MASTER and Linrad SLAVES are 

in  frequency sync.  

Having the Linrad Master and Linrad SLAVES on the same frequency Linrad MASTER will send, 

via the network, the same raw data to MAP65 and Linrad SLAVES, but only the data send to 

MAP65 will be the output of the Linrad NB, the data send to the Linrad SLAVES doesnôt have 

the NB applied, for that reason you must calibrate the NB in Linrad SLAVES too. This allows us 

to switch on/off the NB in every particular angle and see if the NB have influence or not. MAP65 

will start decoding immediately, now is the moment for the Linrad SLAVES to send the audio 

output to a specific polarization into WSJT.  

To do that you must have Virtual Audio Cable installed and configure, you must have 4 Virtual 

Audio cables. Then you will configure the Linrad SLAVE H to  output the audio to VAC1 (Virtual 

audio cable 1), Linrad SLAVE V to VAC2, Linrad SLAVE +45 to VAC3 and Linrad SLAVE -45 to 

VAC4.  

Then, in each Linrad SLAVE you must configure the polarization selector to the respective 

polarization like that:  

 Linrad SLA VE H             Linrad SLAVE V             Linrad SLAVE +45             Linrad SLAVE -45  

                                                                                 
 

Fig4. Linrad SLAVES polarization angle controls  
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Pay attention the polarization is selected in ñFIXEDò and not in Adaptive as it is by default.  

Now just install WSJT in 4 different subfolders and rename the icons in your desktop to reflect 

each shortcut to their respective polarization angle pointing to the properly copy of WSJT. This  

is how it looks:  

 

Fig5. Icons distribution in your desktop  

The order (starting from the left) show the way you MUST start the programs and keep in mind 

than Linrad even if they start in SSB (pressing D) are not giving audio output into their 

respective V AC cables until you click random in any frequency, then you will have audio output. 

Same for the Linrad MASTER  

Now you must configure the WSJT input in each copy to their respective VAC, keeping the 

output to the Microsoft Sound Mapper -  Output  

Now just click in any frequency, in the waterfall of the Linrad MASTER and all Linrad SLAVES 

will follow the frequency but now you must configure the ñcero beatò to have the signal on 

WSJT exact on the frequency you want. Linrad has not USB or LSB selector , works based on 

the BFO concept (Beat Frequency Oscillator) for that reason is a must to inject a stable signal 

in a well know frequency, let said 144.150 MHz, then move the BFO red vertical bars (exist 3 

of them, use the upper red bar) until the 3 bars a re aligned in the center, this correspond to 

ñceroò, look the next figures: 

 

Fig6. BFO displaced to the left (yellow circle)  

Fig6.shows how it looks after the installation, pay attention to the upper vertical red bar showed 

in a yellow circle, probably th is upper red bar is on the right, doesnôt matter, the frequency is 

selected in 144.150 MHz but because the BFO is displaced look the real frequency in the upper 

center flag with a red circle, it shows 144.149.0683, means you are not at cero, just move the 

red vertical bar until the 3 red vertical bars are aligned on the ñceroò, like in the next figure: 

 

Fig7. BFO at ñCEROò, yellow circle, Frequency read 144.150 MHz (red circle) 

Fig7. The BFO vertical bars are all aligned on the center, look the frequency i n the red circle, 

reads 144.150 MHz, and now your Linrad MASTER is sending the audio in the real frequency 

you select with no Linrad BFO intervention.  

The next step will be adjust the same BFO bars on each Linrad SLAVE until the carrier in 

144.150 MHz matc h the CERO DF position on the WSJT waterfall. With that you complete the 
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frequency calibration and you are sure than any frequency you select on Linrad MASTER will 

fall in the center (DF=0) in each WSJT.  

The output Filter in each Linrad SLAVE need to be op en just enough to cover the bandwidth in 

WSJT, this is approx. 4 KHz, just using the yellow vertical lines just above the BFO to have just 

the amount you need. In my Linrad SLAVES this is how the BFO looks, displaced to the left 

until the 144.1 50 MHz carri er match the DF=0 :  

 

Fig8. Linrad SLAVES BFO position and filter size  

Fig8.The BFO first vertical bar is displaced to the left, means Iôm receiving in USB, a common 

error for those who fail in the setup is to having the first vertical bar displaced to the right, this 

will place the Linrad SLAVES in LSB mode and no decodes wi ll happens, the yellow vertical lines 

correspond to the filter.  

 

A REAL CASE IN ZSJON STATION 
John ZSJON operate in 144 MHz with a modest Yagi array, his antennas are 4 times 9 elements 

in Horizontal and 4 times 6 elements in Vertical, a mismatched antenna  system far away from 

the optimal for adaptive polarization. John will replace soon his antenna for 4 times 12 elements 

in vertical and horizontal.  

In November 2015 John install an IQ+ radio together with MAP65, he was very happy to have 

90KHz of bandwidth  and multiple decodes with MAP65, never the less when DL1RPL move to 

Mayote (FH) and Reunion (FR) he had a lot of problems to work the DXpedition. He try two 

entire moon pass with no decodes looking for FH/DL1RPL, I visit him the 21 of November and 

we depl oy the Multi polarization System, we didnôt manage before because he has not enough 

Monitors on his PC, never the less with 3 monitors running I deploy the system just in 1 hour 

(fully configured and calibrated) and he was able to complete a QSO with solid  decodes in one 

of the WSJT configure as  multi -polarization program but no decodes or traces at all in MAP65, 

days later the 03.12.2015 he works FR/DL1RPL, in the same way was WSJT and not MAP65 

who decodes. If John remains just on MAP65 he will never hav e the chance to sum two new 

DXCC. It was worth t he new configuration? Ask John.  

HB9Q, 4 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
The System I propose here is in service in HB9Q for almost 3 years but HB9Q start to using 

previous Multi -polarization system with MAP65 and WSJT mo re than 4 years ago. We can full 

fill this presentation of examples but always will down as a simple anecdotal and a priori 

observations. Never the less if you ask Dan HB9CRQ (head of HB9Q) he does not conceive the 

idea of operating without the two program s in parallel. The system i s in service in 144 and 432 

MHz 

IS WSJT BETTER THAN MAP65? 
I donôtô think so, what I believe is both programs behave (in terms of decodes) pretty much 

the same and if exist a difference is not more than1%. How both software can d ecode ñthe 
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sameò when WSJT is looking just for 4KHz of bandwidth and MAP65 90 KHz.? I think exist a 

trade -off compromise about Wide -decoding, sensitivity and confidence to avoid false decodes.  

Maybe is a matter of interpretation and your goals you establis h about performance. What is 

clear is sometimes WSJT decodes when MAP65 doesnôt but I see many times the inverse 

relation when MAP65 beat WSJT in very low SNR ratios, is very difficult (and non -professional) 

to just assume WSJT is better than MAP65.  

  

I th ink, and this needs to be confirmed in the next years (when enough data is collected and 

analyzed properly with the correct Methodology and Metrology), in some specific cases WSJT, 

under Multi -polarization configuration, decodes when MAP65 not. These speci fic cases are 

statistically very small (less than 1% for SNR -27 to -30dB) but if those particular cases are in 

relation with a new DXCC or rare grid then the value to implement such a complex system is 

tremendous and correspond to each individual to evalu ate and balance the cost/benefit of this 

system. Not because the differences are less than 1% we will neglect that differences exist, 

especially when pushing to the limits our software and Hardware could be translated in just 1 

DXCC more in your list, is a  matter of individual decision I guess.  

 

THE FUTURE 
Having the HW and software properly configure future comparison can be done away from 

anecdotal observations only if we collect enough amounts of data and process that data 

correctly; I grab on few TB of data recorded in HB9Q and hundreds of logs from WSJT and 

MAP65 but the individual effort to grab on the data is tremendous, first, I think, we need to 

standardize stations size and propagation conditions, delete the non -usable data, find errors, 

false deco des and duplicates etc. That scape from my scope of time and interest never the less 

even if the benefit seems to be very small now every fraction of dB really counts for me (Iôm 

by my own, not any more using big antennas like in HB9Q) and if the Multi -pol arization system 

allow me to gain that fractio ns of dBôs in my SNR: Welcome!! 

Note: This paper is a brief description of the Multi -polarization system, a step by step guide, 

easy to follow is not the idea, never the less If a good number of potential users  are interested 

I can consider to write one and publish on my homepage.  

 

73 de Alex, ZS6EME (HB9DRI)  

Zs6eme (at) linkrf (dot) ch  
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At  Sartori Trade are EVERYTHING what you are look ing for your telecommunications . 

Modular Pylons, Telescopic Poles, Brackets , lifelines and fall protection systems, low -

loss coaxial cables, power RF connectors , coax ial adapters, coaxial pigtails, LAN 

cables, installation accessories, and more ..  

We know our products , market requirements and tren ds. Thanks to  this we can guide 

you in purchasing interface, indicating the articles t hat you recommend in particular .  

We assist in the management of projects such as procurement, supplies and 

installations dedicated to the tender where the most important technical / commercial 

support free  of charge . 
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K2UYH - Stress Offset Dish for 1296 
Allen Katz (e -mail:alkatx@tcnj.edu)  

 

Abstract 
This paper reviews stress dishes and describes the construction of a stress offset dish for 1296 

EME.  Stress parabolic reflectors offer a lightweight, high -gain antenna ideally suited for EME 

on the lower microwave bands.  They require minimum skill for construction and can produce 

gains in excess of 25 dB, depending on size and frequency.  This type of antenna also can be  

easily and inexpensively constructed.  Further, the offset design offers advantages for EME not 

only in gain for a given area, but also in mounting as it can be easily placed very close to the 

ground.  

 

Introduction  

This paper is an update of earlier papers on stress dish construction.  The use of stress dishes 

for portable EME operation has been a long term interest to me.  I produced the first stress 

dish while still in high school.  Stress dishes can be produced in  a form that is highly portable, 

making them ideal for temporary and dxpedition operation.  

 

 

Fig. 1 -  First stress dish (30ô) constructed by K2UYH in 1960. 

 

Parabolic reflectors have been extensively used for EME.  This popularity is due no -doubt to 

two o utstanding features.  First, the performance of a parabolic reflector is basically frequency 

independent.  The reflector once constructed can be used on a variety of frequency bands 

depending on the feed antenna used.  This feature is highly desirable as t he antenna can be 

used on more than one band during portable operation.  Secondly, if the reflectorôs surface 

tolerance is maintained, the antennaôs gain efficiency is independent of size.  This is not the 

case for array type antennas, where losses due to the phasing harness increase with array size.  

On 1296, dishes have a major advantage over yagi antennas because circular polarization can 

be easily implemented. Almost all regular  23 cm EME stations are circularly polarized.  The use 

of circular polarizati on provides an effective gain increase of 3 dB.  Thus a reflector type antenna 

with a circular polarized feed can have half the effective  area of a yagi and still have as much 

effective  gain.  
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Dish antennas tend to be heavier and of greater size than yagis .  Stress dish designs can at 

least partially solve the problem of weight.  However, they tend to be more fragile and 

appropriate care must be taken. For very small dishes (< about 4ô dia. on 23 cm), aperture 

blockage by the feed can be a concern.  An offs et dish eliminates the feed blockage problem, 

and generally provides higher gain efficiency than a conventional dish.  Thus a circularly fed, 

offset stress dish would appear to be an ideal antenna for portable 1296 EME operation.  

However, if you are flying , the length of the longest piece of your antenna can be an issue.  

The spokes (petals) of an offset dish are twice the length of a conventional dish of the same 

area.  Consequently, a full dish can be packed in a container of half the length, and cause le ss 

attention at an airport.  When I made my dxpedition trips, I decided to use a conventional 

stress dish.  

 

More recently, I have revisited my old offset dish designs and concluded they can offer 

advantages over a conventional dish.  

 

 

Fig. 2 -  7.5ô offset dish with 1296 circular feed.  

 

Dish Basics:  The relationship between the diameter and depth of a parabolic reflector is given 

by the equation:  

 

X2 = 4fY    (1)  

 

where X is radius of the reflector, Y is the depth, and f is the focal distance.  The shape of  the 

curve for example of a 7ô diameter dish with a focal distance to diameter ratio (f/d) of 0.55 is 

shown in Figure 3.  The deeper a dish, the shorter the focal distance and the wider the beam 

width of the optimum feed antenna.  
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Fig. 3 ï Curve of 7ô dish with f/d = 0.55.  

 

Offset Dishes:   
Offset dishes are just a portion of a parabola of revolution (conventional parabolic dish).  The 

antennas discussed in this paper use about a quarter of a conventional dish reflector.  By using 

only part of a normal full  dish for the reflector, the feed antenna can be moved away from the 

center of the reflector, where most of the RF energy is located.  The feed can be located to one 

side of the reflector, where little or no RF energy is present ï as shown in Figure 4a.  T he feed 

must still be located at the focal point of the parabolic curve.  The feed must also have higher 

gain, since it should ideally  only illuminate the reflector area.  (As noted, the offset dish is only 

a fraction  of the full dish.  Hence the feed ante nna must have higher gain to produce a smaller 

beam).  This arrangement generally enables an offset dish to have a higher efficiency than a 

conventional dish ï higher gain/area ratio.  The table in Figure 4b shows the relationship 

between the f/d of a comp lete reflector, and the f/d for which the feed should be designed to 

properly illuminate an offset dish.  As can be seen, a deeper dish should be used to keep the 

focal distance a reasonable length.  

 

Fig. 4 ï a) The feed is located to one side of the ref lector, b) Relationship between reflector 

f/d and equivalent f/d for feed.  

 

The offset dish besides having greater efficiency than a convention dish has an added 

advantage for EME.  It can be mounted very close to the ground and still fully track the Moon.   

Consequently, a relatively small mount can be used, and when not in use the dish laid on the 

ground.  
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Fig. 5 -  The offset dish can be laid on ground (pointing up) when not in use.  

 

Stress Principle:  When a beam (dish spok e) is loaded at its end, it deforms in an approximate 

parabolic curve.  This principle from mechanics is the basis of the stress parabolic reflector.  

The heavy structure that supports the surface of most parabolic reflectors is replaced by a set 

of spokes , which are bent into an approximate parabolic shape with guy lines.  The deflection 

of a typical spoke is illustrated in Figure 6.  

 

 

Fig. 6 -  Deflection of typical reflector spoke.  

Each spoke is basically a cantilever beam.  The equations of bending pred ict a parabolic curve 

for small deflections.  The amount of deflection for most parabolic reflectors is not small ; neither 

is the loading perpendicular to the beam (adding the effects of column action to the total 

deformation).  For these reasons, mathemat ical predictions of the exact curve are rather 

complex.  

Data from numerous models and actual working reflectors reveal that the relative shape is 

insensitive to material and cross -sectional area.  The greatest error occurs along the third 

quarter of the sp okeôs length and is always is in the direction of too great a deflection.  The 

curve is also insensitive to the angle ( a) the guy line makes with the reflectorôs normal.  A 

slightly better curve is provided by larger angles.  Shape is also related to the f ocal point to 

diameter ratio (f/d) and the diameter of the dish.  Smaller f/d ratios yield greater bending and 

hence greater error.  Likewise, as dish diameter is increased, the absolute error increases in 

proportion to size.  Figure 7 shows experimentally  determined root mean squared (RMS) error 

for 12ô stress dish. 

PIVOT POINT  

SUPPORT 
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Fig. 7 -  RMS error of a 12ô stress dish as a function of f/d ratio. 

 

The maximum spoke error (for a length of 6ô and an f/d of 0.5) is about 0.5ò and its approximate 

RMS error 0.4ò.  A dish constructed from such a spoke would have a loss in gain due to surface 

error respectively of less than 0.1 dB, 1 dB and 2.5 dB on the 70, 23 and 13 cm bands.  This 

performance is obtained without any curve measurement; only the bending of the spoke to a 

depth corresponding to the desired f/d ratio.  Figure 8 shows how RMS error varies with f/d 

and dish diameter.  

 

Fig. 8 -  Effect of f/d ratio and dish diameter on surface accuracy.  

 

Figure 9 shows the relationship between loss in gain in dB and RMS error in wavelengths.  

 

Fig. 9 -  Gain loss due to RMS surface error.  
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In practice, a stress reflectorôs surface accuracy can be significantly improved by correcting the 

curve.  Generally some form of correction is desirable for reflectors of greater than about 8ô in 

diameter at 1296 and above.  Surface error correction can be achieved by either pre -stressing 

the spokes beyond their elastic limit  in a manner that corrects for the stress curveôs error ï this 

was the approach taken by K2RIW and N2UO for their  stress dishes.  Alternately back guying 

or the addition of a rigid circle at the point of maximum error (approximately ¾ the length of 

the spoke) can be used for correction. This was the method I used.  Variations of these 

approaches have been used to ext end the usable frequency range of stress dishes above 13 

cm.  On 432 MHz, stress dishes with diameters greater than 40ô have been built with success.  

W5LUA used a 24ô stress dish for years on 23 and 13 cm. 

 

 

Fig. 10 -  N2UOôs 10ô stress dish with 1296 feed.  

Construction 
To demonstrate the stress offset dish concept, a reflector with a radius of 7.5ô was fabricated 

for use primarily on 1296.  If the reflector was a full dish, it would correspond to a 15ô dish.  In 

the case of an offset dish, only about a qu arter of a conventional dishôs surface is used.  This 

surface was produced from just five 7.5ô lengths of İò x Ĳò wood molding stock ï readily 

available at the local Home Depot.  (Larger cross section spokes are suggested for a more 

permanent reflector).  These spokes  were attached to a hub made from a 1ô radius wedge 

shaped (quarter of a circle) piece of İò plywood with two bolts. 

 

 

Fig. 11 -  The spokes  are attached to a plywood center hub with two bolts.  
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A 3ô overlap was used.  It would have been preferable to make channels into which the wooden 

spokes could be inserted for attachment.  (I used this method of attachment for a 70 cm 20ô 

portable stress dish that I produced more than 20 years ago).  This arrangement is stronger 

and makes assembly and disa ssembly quicker ï but with only five spokes, the added time was 

not considered insignificant.  

To overcome the problem of the ñlongest pieceò during transportation, the center hub of the 

reflector can be extended .  The hub could have been increased in size to 2.5ô.  This change 

would have allowed the spokes to be reduced to a more convenient 5ô length. 

A partial rim around the outside of the reflector was made with 3.5ô lengths of İò x İò wood 

modeling stock with two small (8 -32) bolts as shown in Figure 6.  The 3.5ô length was chosen 

to produce a reflector with an equivalent (full reflector) f/d ratio of about 0.3.  This corresponds 

to a feed beamwidth of about 90 .̄  (This beamwidth matches reasonably well a dual dipole 

feed).  Using equation 1 shows the dishôs focal distance is about 4.5ô. 

 

 

Fig. 12 -  An outside rim is formed from 3.5ô lengths of İò x İò modeling strips. 

 

A 3.5ô length of 2ò x 3ò lumber was used for the main feed support. 

 

 

Fig. 13 -  The dish is  attached to the feed support by a 2ò x 2ò block. 

This piece was initially attached to the plywood center section using a small wood block as 

shown in the figure.  However, it was found that additional support was needed, and right angle  
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steel brackets w ere later added to hold the feed in place.  Nylon ropes were run from the feed 

support to eye bolts at the ends of each spoke.  The length of these lines was adjusted so that 

the radius (X distance) of each spoke was 7.5ô.  The feed support was also used for attaching 

the dish to the mount.  

Feed Antenna 
Orthogonal dual dipoles with a quadrature hybrid to produced circular polarization were used 

as the feed antenna.  Dual dipoles were chosen because of their relative small size.  (A septum 

horn would be an e xcellent choice of feed for this reflector, but its size and weight could be a 

problem, when it is carried as luggage on an airliner).  The feed was attached to about a 1ô 

length of 1ò x 1ò lumber.  This was attached to a second approximately 1.5ô length of 1ò x 1ò 

stock using a single 3/8ò bolt, which was in turn attached to the feed support by another single 

3/8ò bolt.  Extra mounting holes were drill in the feed support to allow the position of the feed 

to be raised or lowered.  This arrangement provided  several degrees of freedom in adjusting 

the position of the feed for optimum performance.  Feed mounting details are shown in Figure 

14.  

 

 

Fig. 14 -  The feed is mounted using several supports to allow optimum positioning.  

Covering:   
The dish was covered  with Aluminum screening.  This material is available in the US in 3ô width 

by 25ô long rolls, which is sufficient to cover the dish, for relatively low cost.  The screening 

was first rolled over the top of the stressed dish and cut to the required size.  The remaining 

screening was flipped over to match the cut end with the shape of the dish, and rolled over the 

center portion of the dish.  This process was repeated a third time for the bottom section ï see 

Figure 15.  

 

 

Fig. 15 -  Aluminum screening is tie d to the spokes using wire.  
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One of the extra corner pieces from the top was used to cover the small remaining area at the 

bottom (vertex) of the reflector.  The screening is attached to the spokes using small gage (~ 

#24) wire.  The wire is run through th e mesh and around the spokes and then wrapped (tied) 

together.  The process of attaching the mesh takes only a few minutes.  The Aluminum mesh 

can be removed and rolled around the 4ô 2ò x 3ò members for transport/shipping. 

Testing   
This offset dish for 12 96 was originally constructed in a single weekend and tested for sun 

noise.  The dish worked as planned and yielded > 8 dB of Sun noise.  This was > 3 dB more 

than a 15ô loop yagi that was used as a reference.  It is presently disassembled and in storage 

for use in a future EME dxpedition.  

Conclusion  
The offset dish design shown in this paper illustrates a relatively inexpensive and simple way 

of producing antennas for 23 cm EME, and possibly 13 and even 9 cm EME.  It is particularly 

useful for temporary and portable operation because it can be quickly  assembled and taken 

apart.  It also can be mounted very close to the ground and with a relatively simple mount.  

The 7.5ô offset dish provides performance equivalent to about an 8ô diameter circular dish, yet 

can be disassembled into a small lightweight p ackage.  
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Appendix 
CD/Mount Parts List  

1 -  Hub of 1ôx1òx1ò plywood with corners cutoff at 3.5ò in and holes drilled as shown in Figure 

4.  

16 -  2òx0.5òx0.75ò wood molding stock clamps with holes drilled 0.75ò in from the ends. 

8 -  Spokes  of 40.5òx0.5òx0.75ò wood molding stock with holes drilled at 0.5ò and 2ò in from 

one end.  

8 -  Rim segments  of 32.5òx0.5òx0.75ò wood molding stock with holes drilled at 0.5ò from 

both ends.  

8 ï Trapezoidal shaped pieces of aluminum screening cut as shown i n Figure 5.  

40 ï ıò bolts 2.5ò long, nuts and washers. 

8 ï 10 -32 eye bolts, nuts and washers.  

8 ï 10 -32 bolts 1.5ò long, nuts and washers. 

2 ï Aluminum poles 1.25ò dia x ~ 3ô. 

1 ï Aluminum pole 1.25ò dia x ~ 1.5ô. 

5 ï 1ò pipe nipples. 

2 -  1ò pipe flanges for mounting on hub.  

1 ï Iò pipe tee. 

1 ï 1ò pipe elbow 

3 ï Hose clamps.  

50ô ï Nylon rope.  
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OK1DFC - Portable MW EME 9 ς 6 ς 3 cm 
 

Zdenek Samek   OK1DFC (email: ok1dfc@seznam.cz)  
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Ever dreamt to be a New One  from an exotic place?  

Need to organize your trip to the Pacific or the Indian Ocean, with your portable EME setup 

tagged along?  

We can be of help, from obtaining the local license, to negotiating excess baggage fees with 

the airlines. We can help you to select the right spot, with the take off you need for EME 

activity, have information about power supply, permits and customs/security handling.  

The success of a Dx -pedition start well be fore the take off!  

Call us  @ office hours at +39 0415413751 or write to giulio@kiaoraviaggi.it  
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K1JT, High-Accuracy Prediction and Measurement of    

Lunar Echoes 
Joe Taylor (email: joe@princeton.edu)  

Introduction 
For me, one of the fascinations of amateur Earth -Moon -Earth (EME) communication is the range 

of interesting physics that accompanies it.  Motivated in part by a need to test a new software 

program called EMEcho, and also by a desire to see how well I could  predict and measure the 

phenomena of Doppler shift, frequency spread, and polarization of EME signals using amateur 

equipment, I recently made an extensive series of lunar echo measurements at 144 and 432 

MHz.  This paper describes how the measurements we re made and presents a selection of 

results.  

Doppler shifts of EME signals are caused by continuous changes in the total line -of -sight 

distance between a transmitter, reflecting or scattering spots on the lunar surface, and a 

receiver.  The relevant rates of change are usually dominated by Earth rotation, which at the 

equator amounts to about 460 m/s.  As a consequence, two -way Doppler shifts can be as large 

as ±440 Hz at 144 MHz, ±4 kHz at 1296 MHz, and ±30 kHz at 10 GHz.  Different reflection 

points on th e lunar surface produce slightly different Doppler shifts, so the echo of a 

monochromatic signal is spread out over a small and predictable frequency range.  The full 

range of spread can be as large as 4 Hz at 144 MHz and 300 Hz at 10 GHz.  However, at VHF  

and UHF a majority of reflected power is returned from a region near the center of the lunar 

disk, so the observed half -power Doppler spread is always considerably less than the full limb -

to - limb amount.  

A smooth moon would produce a specular reflection t hat preserves linear polarization and 

reverses the sense of circular polarization. A rough moon (on the scale of one wavelength) 

would produce diffuse echoes and significant depolarization; cross -polarized return echoes 

might be just a few dB weaker than t he dominant polarization.  At VHF and UHF frequencies 

the circumstances are closer to the specular limit.  Received echoes should be almost fully 

polarized, and with linear polarization they should have a polarization angle that depends on 

geographic locat ions of the transmitter and receiver and the amount of ionospheric Faraday 

rotation.  

Together with our knowledge of solar -system dynamics, the relevant physics is such that EME 

Doppler shifts can be calculated with high accuracy (parts in 1010, or better) for any time and 

any terrestrial location.  Maximum Doppler spread across the full lunar disk is also predictable.  

Faraday rotation depends on latitude, moon elevation, time of day, solar activity, and 

ionospheric ñweatherò; the resulting effects are generally not predictable in detail.  For optimum 

efficiency, EME operators must know about and take account of this full range of phenomena, 

both predictable and otherwise.  
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1. Equipment Setup 
I used single -station echo tests to measure Doppler shift, frequ ency spread, and polarization 

during the moon pass of January 2 -3, 2015.  My equipment was that of the 144 MHz EME 

station at K1JT and the 432 MHz station at W2PU, the Princeton University Amateur radio Club.  

The two stations are configured in a similar w ay.  Both have four dual -polarization Yagis ð 

4Ĭ2Mxp28ôs at 144 MHz [1] and 4Ĭ15LFA-JTôs at 432 MHz [2].  Both stations use a single low-

loss feedline for transmitting and separate LNAs and receive feedlines for each polarization.  

The receivers use dual -channel down -converters to produce four baseband signals, I and Q (in -

phase and quadrature) for each polarization.  WSE converters by SM5BSZ  [3] were used at 

144 MHz, and the IQ+ receiver by HB9DRI [4] at 432 MHz.  Four -channel sound cards (M -

Audio Delta44 ) digitize the I/Q signals at 96000 samples per second, and in normal EME 

operation all further processing takes place in the computer programs Linrad  [5] and MAP65 

[6].  For this echo experiment my new program EMEcho was used in place of MAP65.  

Transmit ter power was about 500 W at the antenna, at each station.  

 

2. EMEcho Software 
EMEcho is a new program designed to make reliable tests of lunar echoes from an amateur 

EME station.  It goes beyond the Echo mode available in WSJT in two important ways.  Dopp ler 

calculations are done with state -of - the -art accuracy, based on the Jet Propulsion Laboratoryôs 

DE405 planetary ephemeris [7].  In addition, EMEcho takes full advantage of a dual -polarization 

system by measuring the polarization as well as the frequency  and strength of echo signals.  

The basic echo - testing cycle is similar to that used in program WSJT.  The cycle repeats every 

six seconds, starting at 0, 6, 12, é seconds of a UTC minute. A fixed- frequency tone is 

transmitted for 2.3 s, the echo is receive d and recorded about 2.5 s later, and the spectrum is 

computed, displayed, and (if desired) recorded in a disk file.  In a dual -polarization MAP65 -

compatible system, spectra can be displayed for both the matched linear polarization and the 

orthogonal polar ization.  

 

3. Measurements 
A six -second measurement cycle means that some 8400 2.3 -second pulses were transmitted 

at each station over the full moon pass.  A few of the return echoes were rejected for failing a 

simple interference test; the remainder were a veraged in groups of 10 to produce about 800 

sets of polarized spectra.  Measurements are reported here for both 144 and 432 MHz.  They 

include frequency profiles of the echoes with bin spacing 0.37 Hz, Doppler shifts accurate to 

around    0.1 Hz, and pola rization angles accurate to a few degrees.  

 

3.1 Doppler Shift and Doppler Spread 
Figure 1 is a grayscale plot showing matched -polarization and cross -polarized echo strengths 

as a function of frequency and time.  No ad hoc frequency adjustments have been ma de; the 

plotted ñFrequency Offsetò is that of the received spectrum relative to the predicted Doppler 

shift.  The Doppler shift, in turn, is based on station location, UTC according to the internet -

synchronized computer clock, and the JPL DE405 planetary e phemeris.  The grayscale chosen 

for Figure 1 is logarithmic, so as to emphasize the weakest features.  
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      Figure 1  

 

 

 

 

 

Itôs easy to see that the frequency width of return echoes is greater in the middle of the run 

than near either end.  These differences are consistent with the predicted dependence of 

Doppler spread during the course of a moon pass.  Further details of this ef fect can be seen in 

Figure 2, where spectra have been averaged over about an hour near the times of minimum 

and maximum libration rate.  Dashed curves represent the echo profile around 2130 UTC, 

shortly after moonrise, while solid curves are the average sp ectral profile around 0330 UTC, 

near lunar culmination.  
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      Figure 2  

 

 

 

 

Figures 3 and 4 display the corresponding results obtained at 432 MHz.  Again  the measured 

frequency offsets are essentially zero (within the measurement uncertainties).  Doppler spreads 

are rather more than 3 times larger than at 144 MHz, owing to the higher frequency and the 

somewhat larger size of the lunar reflecting region.  C ross -polarized echo signals are essentially 

undetectable in the grayscale plot and only barely visible in the expanded view (upper panel) 

of Figure 4.  It is interesting to see that at both frequencies the weak wings of the spectral 

profile extend out to t he full calculated limb - to - limb Doppler spread ð as they should, with 

adequate sensitivity.  These effects have been noted before by EME operators: see, for 

example, references [8] and [9].  
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 Figure 3  
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      Figure 4  

 

 

 

I consider the Doppler calculations used in this paper to be the best achievable with todayôs 

knowledge of solar system dynamics.  The JPL DE405 ephemeris represents a numerically 

integrated model of the solar system based on several hundred years of astro nomical 

observations, radar observations of planets out as far as Saturn, and tracking observations of 

many interplanetary spacecraft.  Positions and velocities of the Earth and Moon (and many 

other solar system objects) are tabulated in a data file suitab le for numerical interpolation. 

Doppler calculations in EMEcho include the following steps:  

Convert geodetic coordinates of the antenna to geocentric coordinates, accounting for the 

Earthôs oblateness. 
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Convert UTC to UT1 and to LAST (local apparent siderea l time). Note that UTC runs at an 

essentially constant rate defined by the average of many atomic clocks, plus occasional leap 

seconds.  UT1 represents the actual measured rotation of the Earth.  UTC and UT1 can differ 

by up to ± 0.9 s.  

Compute 3 -dimension al position and velocity of the antenna with respect to center of Earth.  

Convert UTC to ET (Ephemeris Time), accounting for all leap seconds up to the present.  

Interpolate the DE405 ephemeris to obtain the 3 -dimensional position and velocity of center of 

moon relative to center of Earth.  

Combine results of items 3 and 5 to get position and velocity of antenna with respect to moon.  

Calculate Doppler shift from the line -of -sight component of velocity obtained in item 6.  

Achieving the accuracies required to pr oduce the results presented in Figures 1 through 4 

requires knowledge of antenna coordinates to better than one km and clock accuracy better 

than one second.  The transmitter frequency in the antennaôs reference frame must also be 

specified accurately: for  example, 144.118 MHz rather than 144 MHz. The Doppler calculations 

must avoid certain shortcuts and approximations that have typically been used in amateur EME -

related software, including my own programs WSJT and MAP65.  

Figure 5 illustrates some potential  consequences of ignoring one or more of the warnings 

mentioned above. To produce this graph I used GPS -measured coordinates of the W2PU 

antenna and calculated Doppler shifts at a nominal frequency of 1.0000 GHz, at frequent 

intervals from moonrise to moon  set on January 2 -3, 2015, the date of my echo - test 

observations. The horizontal straight line at zero represents my supposed state -of - the -art 

calculation.  The ten numbered curves show the differential effects of various changes, 

omissions, or assumptions  in the Doppler calculation, as follows:  

 

Antenna moved 1 km East.  

Antenna moved 1 km North.  

Antenna moved to 1 km higher elevation.  

UTC clock error +1 s.  

Frequency changed to 1.0001 GHz.  

Time difference UT1 -UTC ignored.   

Nutations ignored.  

Calculation of  moon position based on a closed - form series expansion rather than interpolation 

of the DE405 ephemeris.  

Doppler calculation made by program EME Planner, by VK3UM [10].  

Doppler calculation made by program EME System, by F1EHN [11].  
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Figure 5  

 

 

I call particular attention to several points relating to Figure 5.  First, the Doppler calculations 

in EME Planner and EME System are very good ð in this example, accuracies better than 1 Hz 

at 1 GHz, through a full moon pass.  Note that in order to obtai n this accuracy you must start 

with very accurate station coordinates: a six -digit Maidenhead locator is not good enough.  Your 

computer clock must be synchronized to UTC and your software must be updated with the 

latest leap seconds.  And you must use the  actual transmitter frequency, not just the frequency 

of the band edge, for example.  Careful use of EMEcho should give Doppler predictions even 

better than those of EME Planner and EME System, accurate to about 1 Hz at 10 GHz.  
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3.2 Polarization 
In additio n to Doppler shift and Doppler spread, my experiment yielded polarization 

measurements at both 144 and 432 MHz. The polarized spectra recorded on disk were averaged 

over five -minute intervals.  The resulting polarization angles are plotted in Figure 6. A s olid line 

connects sequential measurements at 144 MHz.  As shown by the scale at left, these angles 

increased gradually from about 60 degrees to 200 degrees in the two hours around local sunset.  

The angles then decreased through some 1080 degrees ð three full turns ð over the next five 

hours.  Subsequent angles decreased only slightly more from 0400 UTC (an hour before local 

midnight) until moon set, about two hours before sunrise.  

Polarization angles measured at 432 MHz are plotted as filled triangles in Figure 6, using the 

scale at right.  Note that the left and right scales are in the ratio of 9 to 1.  The close tracking 

of the scaled results at the two frequencies is an excellent confirmation that Faraday rotation 

scales inversely as the square of frequ ency.  

      Figure 6  
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4 Conclusion 
Program EMEcho requires a MAP65 -compatible EME station and was written mainly for my 

personal use.  However, all of its features except the dual -polarization capability have been 

incorporated  into the WSJT -X, the latest program version in the WSJT project [12].  WSJT -X 

also offers a number of features such as automatic rig control and Doppler tracking, which 

make it especially attractive for amateur EME communication on any band.   
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1 ð Measured echo power at 144 MHz as a function of frequency offset and time.  Upper: 

linear polarization angle matched to that of the echo.   Lower: orthogonal linear polar ization.  

Figure 2 ð Frequency structure of echoes at 144 MHz near meridian transit (solid line) and 

near 2130 UTC, a time of minimum libration rate (dashed line).  The upper panel uses an 

expanded vertical scale to show the weakest spectral features.  Hori zontal bars in the lower 

panel indicate the full range of predicted Doppler spread.  The pair of curves with intensity a 

few percent of maximum show the measured cross -polarized power, which in this case may be 

mostly a result of minor alignment imperfecti ons in the K1JT antenna. Horizontal bars in the 

lower panel indicate the full limb - to - limb ranges of predicted Doppler spread.  

Figure 3 ð Measured echo power at 432 MHz as a function of frequency offset and time. Upper: 

linear polarization angle matched to  that of the echo signal.  Lower: the orthogonal linear 

polarization.  

Figure 4 ð Frequency structure of echoes at 432 MHz near meridian transit (solid line) and 

near 2130 UTC, a time of minimum libration rate (dashed line).  The upper panel uses an 

expande d vertical scale to show the weakest features.  Horizontal bars in the lower panel 

indicate the full limb - to - limb ranges of predicted Doppler spread.  

Figure 5 ð Examples of contributions that might affect the accuracy of computed Doppler shifts.  

Figure 6 ð Measured polarization angles at 144 MHz (left scale) and 432 MHz (right scale).  
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F2CT - REF-DUBUS CONTEST 2015 MAY 16-17 
Guy Gervais (email: f2ct@wanadoo.fr )  

 

 

 

Abstract 
In may 2014 ,  first tests on 10GHz EME were made with Cassegrain 13m  PB8 dish with a non 

optimized linear feed . During 2014 REF -Dubus EME  some qsos via the Moon were achieved 

but the echoes level was around 6dB/noise . After some investigations we found that the 

fee dhorn was not optimized and note at the focal point.  

So we decide to design a new feed with the help from Jean Pierre Blot , antennas engineer , 

OM6AA Rata and Bert PE1RKI.  

The new simulations and design draft from Jean -Pierre Blot were sent to Bert PE1RKI  and to 

Rata OM6AA  

 10GHz Septum feed 10GHz  Simulation                                sub-réflecteur   position      
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RL @ 10,4 GHz  : 34,5dB  

 

 

 

 

 

Isolation  RHCP/LHCP  : 28dB  

10GHz septum feed inside  C  band feed:  

 

 

10 GHz  setup :  

 

 

 

 

¶ Receiving:  

¶ 10,6 GHz LNA with 0,6 dB NF and 26 dB gain on RHCP ( Right Hand Circular Polarization)  

¶ 10,450/10,368GHz switchable converter for JAs  

¶ Transmitting :  

¶ 50 W SSPA on LHCP (Left Hand Circular Polarization)  

¶ Home -brew transverter 432MHz/10GHz  

 
The Sha ck :  
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PB8 with 10GHz  set up  

 

 

 

 

Results: 
Sun noise test on Friday May 15th at 15h15 utc  : 24,7dB (SF 129)  

 
Saturday May 16th 05h00 utc:  

¶ Moon noise : 5,5 dB 1kHz BW  

¶ Echoes : 23,5dB / 1kHz BW  

¶ TM8PB send first CQ on CW sur 10368,088MHz  ;  

¶ We stopped at 0930 utc and came back at 1300 utc till 1500 utc after a big failure on 

the AZ tracking system (PB8 aperture  : +/ -  0,137° @ 3dB)  

 
Sunday May 17th 05h45 utc:  

¶ JA window  : JA4BLC  : JA6CZD  ; JA1WQF  ;  

¶ Unfortunately we miss VK3NX  

¶ We stopped between 10h30 and 13h00 utc and put down the feed and setup at 1600 

utc just before the rain and wind  !  

 
¶ 41 stations identified:  

¶ 34 Stations heard/worked in CW  :  

¶ Germany  : DF1OI  ; DL7YC  ; DL0EF  ;  

¶ England: G 4NNS  

¶ Canada  : VE4MA  ; VE6TA  ;  

¶ Denmark  :  OZ1LPR ;OZ1FF  ;  

¶ Spain: EA3HMJ (JT)  

¶ Estonia  : ES5PC  

¶ US : K2UYH  ; WA3LBI  ; WA6PY  

¶ France: F1PYR  ; F6KEH  ;  

¶ Holland  : PA0BAT  ; PA3DZL  ; PA7JB  ;  

¶ Italy  : IZ2DJP  ; IW2FZR  ;  

¶ Japan  : JA1WQF  ; JA4BLC  ; JA6CZD  ;  

¶ Luxembourg  : LX1DB  

¶ Norway  : OH2AXH  ; OH2DG  ;  

¶ Romania  : YO2BCT  ; YO3DDZ  ;  

¶ Russia  : UA3PTW  ; UA4HTS  ;  

¶ Poland: SP6JLW  

¶ Sweden  : SM6CKU  ;  

¶ Switzerland  : HB9SV  ; HB9BHU  ;  

¶ Czech Rep  : OK1CA  ; OK1KIR  ; OK2AQ  ;  

 
Stations worked in SSB  :  
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¶ DL0EF ; F1PYR  ; LX1DB  ; OZ1LPR  ;  

 
Louder stations  : DL0EF  ; OH2AXH  ; SP6JL W ; OZ1LPR  ; DL7YC  ; LX1DB  ; OK1CA  ; 

OK1KIR;PA0BAT; UA4HTS;  

Projects: 
We plan to test soon PB8 on 24GHz but we must st ill work on the automatic tracking system 

because we need an accuracy better tha 0,05°.  

 

On June 13/14 TM8PB team wil l participate at the  5,7 G Hz Dubus contest.  

 
Many thanks to all ORPB socie ty members for their oustanding help  

¶ Lucien Macé F3ME  : PB8 tracking system and PB8 assembly  

¶ André Gilloire  : PB8 assembly  

¶ Sylvain Meyer F6DBI  : PB8 assembly  

¶ Jean-Pierre Blot  : 10GHz feedhorn design  

¶ Olivier Boeffard  : tracking system  

 
      2015 -05 -29 Guy F2CT  

      TM8PB op  
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F2CT - Activity week-end  2015 october 24-25 
Guy Gervais (email: f2ct@wanadoo.fr )  

 

 

Abstract 
In may 2015 , new tests on 10GHz EME were made with Cassegrain 13m PB8 dish with an 

optimized septum feed . More than 25 qsos were made in CW and SSB with only some watts at 

feed due to high losses in the coaxial RX/TX links.  

So we decide to design a 24GHz feed with  the help from Jean Pierre Blot , antennas engineer.  

The new simulations and design draft f rom Jean -Pierre Blot :  

24 GHz feed Simulation                                               sub - réflecteur   position  
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    feed assembly        

¶ RL @ 24048  GHz: -  30dB  

 

          
 
 
24  GHz setup :  

¶ receiving :  

¶ DB6NT  LNA 1,5 dB NF  

¶ Homebrew converter 432/24048 MHz  

 

¶ Transmitting:  

¶ 12 W SSPA  

¶ Homebrew transverter 432MHz/24 GHz  

 

 
The Shack :  

 
                                                    
      K3 + 432/28MHz tvt + Doppler shift compensation  
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PB8 with 24 GHz  set up   

   
 

                                                         

 

Results : 
¶ Sun noise test on saturday october 24 th at 1400 utc  : 17,7dB (SF 106.3)  

 
Satu rday october 24 :  17h3 0 utc:  

¶ Moon noise : 2,8 dB / 1kHz BW  

¶ Echoes : 6,5dB / 1kHz BW  

 
Sunday October 25 th 1830  utc:  

 
¶ Aust ralia: VK3NX;  VK7MO (JT)  

¶ Germany : DL7YC only RX  

¶ England: G 3WDG ; G4NNS  

¶ Denmark : OZ1FF  (JT)  

¶ Spain: EA3HMJ (JT)  

¶ US: W5LUA  

¶ France: F1PYR ; F2CT  

¶ Netherland : PA0BAT  

¶ Japan: JA1WQF; JA4BLC ; JA6CZD  

¶ Luxembourg : LX1DB  

¶ Sweden : SM7FWZ  only RX  

¶ Czech Rep : OK 1CA; OK1KIR  

 
Stations worked in SSB :  

¶ LX1DB; 55/53 ;  

 
Stations worked in CW :  

¶ LX1DB ; OK1CA; OK1KIR; JA4BLC ; PA0BAT  
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                      JA4BLC echoes                                    F2CT at JA4BLC  

 
Stations heard in CW  and JT : G3WDG ; OZ1FF ; F1PYR ;  

 
On Monday morning, we put down the 24GHz fee d system and found two failures :  

¶ Feed horn was  at 4 lambdas from the phase center  

¶ a ground solder on the TX semi rigid coax was broken ; power at the feed was only 

2,48W !!!  

 

Projects : 
We plan to make a new 24GHz optimized feed and to put the 45W TWT just near the feed.  

Now the position accuracy on the new automatic tra cking system accu racy is better tha n 0,05°.  

On 24GHz, PB8 aperture is 0,067° . 

 

  
 
On the upper line the Moon target ; on the lower  the real position of PB8 ; the error is between 

0,008 and 0,015 ° !  

ORPB society received his new call sign F4KJM that will be used during 201 6 EME events.  

The 6cm EME beacon will be soon on 5760,188 MHz with 20W at feed . 

Call sign will be F4KJM/B ;  

 

F4KJM will participate into the next Dubus and Arrl microwave contests  
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Many thanks to all ORPB society members for their oustanding help  

¶ Lucien Macé  F3ME : PB8 tracking system design and PB8 assembly  

¶ André Gilloire : PB8 assembly  

¶ Sylvain Meyer F6DBI : PB8 assembly  

¶ Jean-Pierre Blot : 24 GHz feedhorn design  

¶ Olivier Boeffard : tracking system design  

 

      2015 -11 -10 Guy F2CT  

      TM8PB/F4KJM  op  
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Patronages for the EME2016 Conference: 
 

 

 

Associazione Radioamatori Italiani  

National Management Committee  

Veneto Regional Committee  

Mestre Local Chapter  

Treviso Local Chapter  

 

 

 

 

Laguna Veneta Contest Team     

 

 

Amsat Italia  

 

 

 

 

DUBUS 

 

 

 

Collegio dei Periti Industriali  

e dei Periti Industriali  

Laureati di Venezia  
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G3WDG - Experiences with Circular Polarisation on 10GHz 
Charlie Suckling (e -mail: charlie@sucklingfamily.free -online. co.uk )  

 

Introduction 
Newcomers to 10GHz EME often ask whether they should use linear polarisation (LP) or circular 

polarization (CP). While CP has been adopted as the ñstandardò for a number of years, many 

stations are still using linear. CP requires more investment in both th e time and effort required 

to build a feed, or the higher cost of buying one ready -made.  For smaller stations, who might 

want to try out their tropo systems on EME, the attraction of using LP is clear.  My expectations 

of CP, based on experience  on the l ower microwave bands, and some publications (Ref 1), was 

that it would have identical performance to LP in terms of signal to noise ratio on the EME path, 

be 3dB down with stations using LP, and might offer some advantage in having narrower 

spectral width.   

The objective of this work was to explore experimentally what CP has to offer, apart from the 

clear advantage of being immune from spatial offset losses which can be encountered when 

linear polarization is used.  

Building and testing a  feedhorn 
I do not have access to machine tools, so I investigated a number of designs with respect to 

construction difficulty (and of course performance related to antenna efficiency and G/T).  The  

designs that seemed most suitable were the 0.692 and 0.760 wl ñKumarò types  of SM6FHZ 

(Ref 2), which  use readily available tubing sizes,   so that use of a lathe would not be required. 

SM6FHZ noted that the 0.760 wl feed might be more forgiving of constructional tolerances, but 

as it had lower predicted efficiency with my 0.3 f /D 3m dish,  both versions  were built for later 

comparison.  These feeds are also very compact and lightweight. To date, only the 0.692 wl 

feed has tried and as it had excellent performance, on -air  tests of the 0.760 wl version have 

not yet been performe d.  

The first problem to be overcome was how to mark out the location of the septum, and also 

the positions of the feed probes, with sufficient accuracy.  The second problem was to be able 

to fabricate the septum itself with high dimensional accuracy, and l astly to find ways of 

soldering it all together.  Photographs of some key stages in the construction are shown in Fig 

1, including method of cutting the pipe, marking out the position of saw cuts for the septum, 

the use of photo etching to define the dimens ions of the septum, employing solder paste to 

ensure good quality soldering,  and SM6PGPôs method of locating the choke in the correct 

position (Ref 3).  Further details are given in Ref 4.  

The return loss and isolation of the feed were measured , both with the horn radiating into free 

space, and with a metal plate held firmly over the mouth of the feed. The latter measurement 

showed little change in the return loss and the isolation dropped to a few tenths of a dB, 

indicating that the resistive l oss  was low and the axial ratio must be good.  With a poor axial 

ratio, the reflection from the shorting plate would have caused as a significant change in return 

loss and a higher isolation figure.  
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Fig 1 Some key stages in the construction of the feedh orn  

 

Attempts were made to measure the axial ratio of the feed, by rotating a waveguide to coax 

transition connected to the transmission detector on the scalar analyser, but this was difficult 

to do accurately owing to stray reflections.  The results looke d promising however, and were 

confirmed by an EME test with OK1KIR, who have the ability to rotate their LP feed to defined 

angles.  The results of this test are shown in Fig 2.  

 

 

Fig 2 Signal to noise ratio of G3WDGôs CP signal at OK1KIR as a function of LP angle  

 

Development of software to measure S/N ratio of EME signals 
While it may have been possible to adapt existing software to analyse the S/N of EME signals, 

I decided to write some custom software to perform the measurements I was interested in. 

Two Matlab programs were written, óEchoò to obtain repeated echoes automatically similar to 

WSJT-Xôs Echo mode, and a modified version (óEchoplotô) to analyse single tone recordings of 

other stations. The óEchoô program generates a 1000Hz tone for 3s, records and saves the first 

2.5 sec of the echo as a wave file, performs a FFT of the 2.5s echo, displays a linear power 
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graph of the echo and saves this as an image file.  In addition, the FFTs of each individual echo 

are added together, displayed with a dB sca le, and  saved af ter each echo as an image file.  

Signal to noise ratio is then obtained by averaging the noise level of the added echoes either 

side of the 1000Hz echo tone, sufficiently far away from the spreading of the signal, and 

subtracting the average  of the two from the peak signal as shown in Fig 3, and finally correcting 

for (S+N)/N to S/N. Doppler correction used  OK2AQôs Matlab  Dopp software (Ref 5 ) 

controlling a 58MHz  DDS in the 28/144MHz transverter.  

 

Fig 3 Obtaining the S/N ratio of an ech o 

The reason for adding  echoes before obtaining the S/N is that as the echoes are added the 

variation in the noise level is  reduced allowing a more accurate value to be obtained, as shown 

in Fig 4.  
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Fig 4 Reduction in S/N error by using multiple echoes  

 

The relative accuracy of the Echo program in determining S/N  was checked by performing a 

series of echo tests at different TX power levels, from 100W down to 0.5W.  The following 

results were obtained:  

Power  actual dB difference  measured S/N difference  

100W   0  0 

50W   -3.0   -2.8  

2W  -17.0   -16.7  

0.5W   -23.0   -22.3  

 

Checking sense of CP: RHCP or LHCP? 
Following on from the tests with OK1KIR to check axial ratio, the next set of tests were done 

to verify that I had identified the feedôs TX and RX ports correctly.   To achieve this, I 

reconfigured my feed so that preamp could be switched between the TX and RX ports of the 

feed remotely.  The loss to the TX port was about 0.5dB higher than to the RX port, reducing 

system sensitivity by about 1dB according to EMECalc  with moon noise included.   

The first tests CP to CP tests  were with HB9Q, and showed a stronger signal using my TX port 

compared to the RX port, which was unexpected!   WSJT -X waterfall plots of HB9Qôs signal  are 

shown in Fig 5.  

 

Fig 5  HB9Qôs CP signal received at G3WDG using RX and TX ports 

Analysis of the recordings using Echoplot showed the difference in S/N between the TX and RX 

ports to be 6.4dB, allowing for the extra loss in the path from the preamp to the TX port. I was 

surprise d to see such a small difference between RHCP and LHCP.  Experience with cross -

polarised LP signals on 10GHz was more in the region of 10 -11dB difference in levels.  

A second CP -CP test was done shortly after, with LX1DB.  This time the signal was stronger on 

my RX port, and Echoplot measured the difference in levels (Cross Polar Discrimination or XPD) 

as 8.0dB, as shown in Fig 6.  Later visual checks at HB9Q showed that their feedôs  TX/RX ports 

had been  reversed.  
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Fig 6 CP signal from LX1DB received on R X and TX ports of G3WDGôs CP feed 

 

After these tests I checked again how to identify the TX and RX ports of a septum feed, and 

found a clear definition in SM6FHZôs paper, reproduced in Fig 7. 

 

 

Fig 7  Identification  of TX and RX ports on a septum feed  

Looking into the mouth of the horn, with the thinnest segment of the septum at the bottom, 

the RX port is on the right and the TX port on the left. The TX port actually generates LHCP, 

but this is reversed by reflection from the dish to produce the standard RHCP.  It does not 

matter whether the launches are probe or waveguide, it is whether they are to the left or right 

of the septum that defines the sense of CP.  
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Echo tests to compare CP to CP and LP to LP 
In order to see whether CP to CP and LP to LP produ ce comparable levels of EME signals, a 

series of own echo tests were done over a number of days around the March 2016 perigee.  On 

each day, one feed was installed and a series of tests made in sequence, while the signal width 

reduced towards the minimum f or that day.  At the time of minimum signal width, the feeds 

were swapped quickly and tests resumed.  In this way, data could be taken at the same values 

of signal width to enable fair comparisons to be made, as the  S/N was found to vary with signal 

width .   On the next day, the sequence of feeds used was reversed.  The LP feed used was 

identical in dimensions to the CP feed, except that it was fed from the rear by a tapered 

waveguide.  In this way it was hoped that the radiation patterns of the LP and CP feeds would 

be the same. Receive sensitivity on CP was 0.4dB worse than LP (feed to preamp SMA -WG 

transition), while TX loss on LP was 0.7dB higher (extra SMA interconnect cable).  

The moon elevation was always between 15 -35 degrees.  In past tests , echo  signal levels, and 

moon/sun noise, have been reasonably constant over this range.  Output power at the feed 

was 80W for all tests.  

As noted above, it was found that the measured S/N was strongly dependent on the width of 

the signal.  This can be seen in Fig  8, where the results of a number of tests on different days 

are shown. It can also be seen that the signal levels for the CP echoes were lower than for the 

LP echoes. Taking the average over a set of 8 tests, the CP echoes measured 1.3dB lower than 

for LP .   Taking into account the differences in loss on transmit and receive, from a system 

performance point of view the CP echoes should have been 0.3dB stronger, making the actual 

CP echoes some 1.6dB down.  

 

 

 

Fig 8   Variation of signal strength versus sig nal spreading (WSJT -X predicted  óWidthô) 
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Comparison of Echo shapes 
Prior to the use of the Echo software, attempts were made to use some error -corrected WSJT -

X ófastô modes, which had message lengths shorter than 2.5s, to compare decoding success 

with LP and CP.  The theory was, that narrower signals would produce more decodes under 

conditions where the signal spreading was equal to or larger than the tone spacing.  Echoes 

were obtained with a number of JT9 ófastô modes, and JTMSK, and no significant differences 

could be seen between LP and CP.  In fact with modes requiring high signal coherence, such as  

JTMSK, LP seemed slightly superior (probably owing to the higher S/N, discovered later).  

Following this, it was noticed when using Echo, every return loo ked different.  In a set of 16 

echoes for example, some were very narrow, while others were wider.   Examples of LP and CP 

individual echoes, all obtained with a spreading of 41Hz, are shown in Figs 9.  For the same 

spreading, Fig 10 shows the accumulated plot of 16 echoes, on a log scale.  From these tests, 

no significant difference in signal width were observed.  Archives of these files can be made 

available on request.  

 

 

Fig 9 Linear power plots of individual echoes, with predicted signal width of 41Hz  
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Fig 10 Log power plots of 16 accumulated echoes, with predicted signal width of 41Hz  

 

Comparisons of LP to CP and CP to CP with LX1DB 
After the tests with LX1DB reported above, where we both used CP, LX1DB changed to LP, 

using a feed  with similar radia tion characteristics to his CP one. His LP transmissions were 

received on both the TX and RX ports of my CP feed, and the results are shown in Fig 11.  

 

 

Fig 11 LP transmission from LX1DB received on TX and RX ports of G3WDGôs CP feed 

 

After accounting for  the 1dB lower sensitivity of using the TX port on my feed, the levels of the 

signals are almost identical, as expected.  What was not anticipated however, was that the S/N 

in  the LP to CP test (12.2dB) was only 2dB down on the earlier CP to CP test (14.2 dB), done 

only 30 minutes earlier with almost the same spreading. LX1DB noted in later discussions of 

these results that this lower than expected difference is something he has also noticed in the 

past.  
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Discussion 
The lower S/N of CP -CP  signals compared to LP -LP on the same system, together with only 

2dB loss LP to CP and the observed 6.5 -8dB XPD of CP to CP,  seem to  suggest that on 10GHz 

CP signals suffer more depolarization losses than LP, but the reason for th is is not clear. This 

topic is discussed in Refs 6 and 7, where for the size of dishes used in all the tests in this paper 

a XPD figure of 6.5dB has been predicted theoretically.  This alone would account for some of 

the observed apparent lower performance  of CP, since nearly 25% of the returned power from 

the moon is ñlostò into the opposite polarisation.  The same reference suggests that little of this 

depolarization happens in the antennas, so must be largely down to the reflection at the moon.  

 

Summary of findings 
On 10GHz:  

CP to CP performs somewhat worse than LP to LP  

CP to LP only has 2dB loss  

CP signal widths are the same as with LP  

For tests under marginal conditions LP to LP with allowance for spatial offset is best.  
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K1JT - New Codes, Modes and Tools for                        

Weak-Signal Communication 
Joe Taylor (email: joe@princeton.edu)  
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VK5MC - Techniques used in construction of a home brew 

10 mt parabolic antenna 
Chris Skeer (email: cjskeer@bigpond.com )  

 

Introduction: Home brew parabolic dishes in Australia 
Home brew dishes are not very common in VK. Pioneers in this field were the late Ray VK3ATN 

and the late Ron  VK3AKC.  Ray had an operational 16 foot dish, 27 foot dish and also had under 

construction a 50 foot dish, unfortunately the latter two were never erected.  

Ron Wilkinson VK3AKC had an operational 20 foot dish in Geelong, this was used on tropo and 

EME for  1296 MHz and it was this dish which was given to me and which I rebuilt back in 1977. 

This experience gave me the opportunity to see any construction faults and design problems 

to be overcome with any construction of a larger dish.  

 

20 foot dish rebuilt  at VK5MC in 1977.  

Design factors needed for the new larger dish  

Strength of hub ς to grab and hold shape 
The hub is really the most important part of the dish, it the foundation of the reflecting 

surface and needs to be strong enough and structurally sou nd to hold its shape as the dish 

tips over. It is also the interface between the dish and the tower that it is mounted on so you 

need to have something solid to grab. In my case the complete dish weighs 600 kilo and 500 

kilos of this is contributed by the hub. It is constructed using 25mm galvanised pipe, with a 

300 mm diameter central stress tube of 8mm steel.  
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Hub in the workshop  

 

No strain on surface shape by feed 
As the dish ribs were of a light material,  the feed structure was to be supported  independently 

of the reflecting surface to prevent distortion. The feed support arm was made to fit behind the 

surface and was firmly attached to the centre of the hub.  

The feed support arm made the access to the feed very simple as all it needed was a p ivot 

point with a strong hinge and a winch to lower and raise the feeds. Without this arm,  the feed 

would be at least 6 metres in the air making access difficult. This approach was also used by 

PA3CSG although I like to think my method is stronger.  

Smaller F/D for better G/T 
The earlier dish had an F/D of 0.6 which was the design figure of that period, it maximised the 

gain for the dual mode Turrin feed. In those days, with noise figures of 2 dB for the best 

preamplifiers, the noise temperature of the anten na was not of any consideration. These days 

0.25 dB is achievable and a dish with less spill over is required to get a better receive 

performance. The F/D of 0.42 results in a better receiver performance and suits a large number 

of different feed designs. Giving the antenna a better gain/temperature performance on receive  
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Hub at the workshop with back feed arm being positioned behind a rib  

 

 
 

Feed in lowered position showing easy access  
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Computer control with absolute encoders 
My earlier dish used some Selsyn motors, which  we geared in such a way to make a two dial 

indicator, one showing the complete 360 degrees with 10 degree marks, the other with parts 

of 10 degrees. This could not be computerised. Some pulse counters were emp loyed in later 

times but were never really a success. The absolute encoders I have used with the VK5DJ 

tracking system make use of the AS5040 chips, which for my system on 1296 MHz with a 3dB 

beam width of 1.2 degrees, seem s to perform faultlessly. The controller is very compatible with 

a wide range of indicator devices including a simple potentiometer.  

Thanks to John VK5DJ who took up the challenge to use some new technology with the absolute 

encoder chips and created the tr acking software for the PICs.  

I was uncertain in the development of the system that it would be good enough for the large 

dish, the encoders looked too simple to give the high resolution required to work, but my worry 

was soon dismissed. Higher resolution encoders are now available.  

All I have to do is listen and not worry about keeping up with the moon; it is all done for me.  

See VK5DJ web site (vk5dj.com) for more information on this tracking system.  

 

Construction problems 
 

How strong does it need to be? 
hƴŜ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ŘŜǎƛƎƴ ǇǊƻōƭŜƳǎ L ŦŀŎŜŘ ǿŀǎ άIƻǿ ǎǘǊƻƴƎ ŘƻŜǎ ƛǘ ǊŜŀƭƭȅ ƘŀǾŜ ǘƻ ōŜΚέ ¢ƻ ŀ ŎŜǊǘŀƛƴ ŜȄǘŜƴǘ ǘƘƛǎ ǿŀǎ ǊŜŀƭƭȅ 

ά²Ƙŀǘ Řƻ L ƘŀǾŜ ŀǾŀƛƭŀōƭŜ ǘƻ Řƻ ǘƘŜ ƧƻōΣ ŀƴŘ ǿƛƭƭ ƛǘ ǎǘŀƴŘ ǳǇ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ǎǘǊŀƛƴΚέ Lƴ ǇǊŀŎǘƛŎŜ ƛǘ ƳŜŀƴǘ ǿŜ ǎƻƭǾŜŘ ǎǘǊŜƴƎǘƘ 

problems as they revealed themselves.     
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Fine adjustments of the ribs  

 

While making the hub I found it difficult to bend the pipe and keep to a precise measurement, 

so it was made as well as I could. The precise position for the rib was fixed  with a small support 

plate welded to the top and bottom fixing points of the outside of the hub. This gave me a rib 

accuracy of 5 mm or thereabouts.  
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Azimuth drive hydraulic motor and worm drive  

Azimuth platform 
The azimuth platform consists of 6 metre lengths of 300 mm RSJ steel with the 5 metre vertical supports 

of a similar material, ex ETSA power pole. This is supported on some steel wheels. The structure rotates 

on a circular concrete pad with a radius of 4 metres and some spokes to tie it int o the central locating 

shaft. Even with this solid structure I did find that the vertical supports were twisting with the dish at 

low elevations, and a solid cross member was put at the top of the vertical supports.  

Hydraulic system ς pump size, lockout valves and restrictors. 
I did not wish to use all of the available electricity supply (I have a SWER line) to drive a large 

3 HP electric motor for the hydraulic pump. My flow requirement was small for elevation, but a 

little larger for azimuth so it is a c ompromise. Elevation positioning is made with two hydraulic 

rams and a lockout valve while azimuth control is made by driving one wheel using a 30/1 

worm drive and a small hydraulic motor.  

 I started with a medium size pump which I had been given and soon realised after some 

research into the use and design rules of a hydraulic system that the pump I had was too large 

to drive with a 1 HP motor. A search was made of the entire farm for a pump that may suit my 

requirement; the smallest one was tested and fou nd to be suitable for the task but 

unfortunately the windrower had priority. Luckily we were able to obtain one from a machinery 

grave yard at the right price. Perhaps a power steering pump from a vehicle would have been 

also suitable? To make sure that el evation control was slow; 0.8 mm restrictors were made and 

put on the hydraulic rams.  

Winners                                                                                                                                                        
Scrap stee l was used to make the supporting structure. This came from locally available 

scrapped steel/concrete power poles. The pipe used in the counter weight arms and the rear 

feed arm support were originally used in a ñmonkey barò structure at the local football club 

playground and scrapped due to safety regulations. So costs were minimal.  
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Back of the dish showing two hydraulic rams  

Welding of plugs 
The ribs were made of 22.2 mm x 1.5 mm round aluminium tube; it would have been much 

easier to attach these to  the hub if they were square material.  

Tapped aluminium plugs were made up and welded into the ribs where they attach to the hub 

and the outer ring. This resulted in a very strong structure. I used Eutectic welding rods and 

oxy/gas welding equipment  for t his task.  

Stainless steel 10 mm bolts were used for the attachment points.  

Stainless steel ties from craypots 
Tying the mesh to the ribs needed to be quick and simple, with no corrosion worries. I came 

across some stainless steel ties used locally to make  crayfish pots, these were ideal for the job 

as they could be purchased with the loops in the end, ready for the twister tool more commonly 

used when tying the reinforcing mesh together for concrete. 600 ties were used for the job.  
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At the top are  the attachment brackets and plugs while the bottom items are stainless steel 

ties and the twister tool mesh in pie sections.  

The mesh  

Laying a flat mesh on a curved surface can at times result in a lot of bubbles or kinks where 

the mesh is not tight, caus ing gain loss at the higher frequencies.  I found using a pi section 

to cover the surface worked out extremely well, the small section cut off at the centre of the 

dish was put on the outside section resulted in very few bubbles  in the surface with no was te 

of material. The mesh used was 900 mm wide, a 12mm hole and a wire diameter of 0.9 mm. 

During manufacture the mesh was hot dipped galvanised after welding .  

Hardwood block bearings for AZ and EL  

Red gum blocks were used for elevation and central azimuth location bearings. I have used 

this type of bearings on rollers around the farm and I am always surprised how long they 

last, they will not seize, with a little bit of grease pumped in occasionally, they will do the job 

for quite a while.  

Feed arm focus  

Final focus point turned out to be a lot simpler that I had expected, as the arm is adjusted by 

a winch. The process was:  check the sun noise, wind the feed arm in/out for maximum 

noise, and make a small adjustment of the support arm to keep the feed still pointing at the 

centre of the dish. Once found a shim was made to fit the retaining clamp to the correct 

angle, so that it could be held at the correct position.  

I did make the feed on a sliding structure but have not found this to be required owing to the  

ease of adjustment of the arm. But best of all the feeds can be wound down very simply to be 

worked on at ground level.  
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Mesh at the edge of the dish , section of pi added to the outside  
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Feed arm and elbow in place  

Location 
I realise I am fortunate to be currently living on a farm with a bit of room, to be also on a small 

rise is a plus. I have used what was available; on the hill was once a windmill and tank stand. 

The stone tank stand now holds the control and transmitting equipment. The dish is positioned 

as close as possible to it and the operational room is some thirty metres away to the south of 

the dish.  

Moon rise and moon set are virtually unrestricted.  

Initial reactions and solution 
To start with I was very disappointed with the per formance bring obtained. Sun noise and sky 

termination figures were lower than expected and echoes were not there. Many checks of 

coaxial connectors and preamplifiers were made with no improvement. In desperation it had to 

be some common factor to both tra nsmit and receive paths. While making another preamp 

change with the feed down on the morning of an activity weekend I looked into the feed to 

check if the probes had not fallen off, to my amazement I could not see the bottom of the feed 

for straw. I had a  resident engineer, who had built his nest, giving enough attenuation to upset 

the performance. Once removed, echoes were immediately received, sun noise lifted to an 

expected level and many more stations were now audible  
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9.8 metre dish started by Eric VK5LP in 1985, completed 2008 by VK5MC  

 

Noise measurements to date and echoes on 1296 MHz 
I am currently seeing moon noise of 0.7 DB.  Sun noise approximately 18db, perhaps I may be 

able to get a little more from this when time permits. Echoes have be en detected down to 10 

watts input to the coax cable at the transmitter.  

I wish to acknowledge the help of my friends during the construction; it is not something to 

tackle without some help  

VK5LP for his start with the project, he did the hard work of mak ing the 24 ribs. He also 

purchased the rolls of mesh for the project.  

VK5NC for the engineering help and design technical advice.  

VK5DJ for the state of the art stand -alone tracking system. See VK5DJ beam controller web 

site.  

Also a list of people who have  contributed something VK5AVQ, VK5ZOO,VK5HDW,VK5DK, 

VK5JL, VK5MQ, VK5ZGY, VK5APN,VK5EE,VK5AV, VK5NY,VK3AFW, VK3ZQB, VK3XPD, 

VK3XD,OZ4MM, HB9BBD,VE7BBG, G4DDK.  
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www.time4excellence.com  
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G4HUP - Azimuth Drives for Small Dishes 
Dave Powis (email: g4hup@outlook.com )  

 

Abstract 
The majority of the small dishes (<3m dia) available to amateurs for EME work are really 

intended for fixed pointing applications, such as CATV head -end sites or dedicated broadcast 

applications.  Thus the di sh mounts are of the ópoint and forgetô type.    The amateur has two 

options in using such dishes -  either a polar mount, or a full Azimuth/Elevation drive.  Even 

dishes that are supplied with a polar mount require modification for EME use, but the subject  

of this paper is about providing full Azimuth and Elevation control of small dishes.  The 

discussion is limited to small dishes, since the mechanical requirements for larger dishes are 

more stringent, due to wind loading effects.  

Elevation drive of small dishes is relatively trivial, so the discussion will focus mainly on the 

azimuth requirements.  

Introduction 
Having been active at various time in the past on 144MHz and 23cm EME from home, I decided 

to get back on EME again, but this time on 3cm, using a r elatively small dish  -1.8m.  The most 

significant mechanical obstacle was converting the dish from fixed heading usage to fully 

controllable, for moon tracking.  This paper charts the development of the azimuth drive 

system.  

Previous Experience 
In 2006 I acquired a 2.4m prime focus dish, with a standard polar mount frame for head -end 

use.  The dish was converted for use on 23cm with a full az/el drive system.   An 18ò satellite 

screw jack was used for the elevation drive, replacing the lead screw use in or iginal service, 

and a pendulum and pot type elevation sensor was used.  

To develop the azimuth drive required the provision of a thrust bearing to support the frame 

and dish, and a drive system capable of slow rotation.  The dish frame was relatively easy t o 

convert, by placing the thrust bearing inside the top of the support pole, and allowing the entire 

frame to rotate with the dish.   The drive system was designed from a motorcycle drive chain, 

using the large and small sprockets.   The large sprocket was  modified to fit the outside of the 

dish support tube, and split into halves that could be clamped to the tube ï see Fig 1.  The 

small sprocket was on the drive shaft of the motor, which was attached to the dish frame, so 

that in operation the motor and th e dish pulled themselves around the static large sprocket ï 

the azimuth encoder was at the bottom of the drive shaft, and so was turning approx. 3 times 

faster than the dish rotation..  

The system worked reasonably well -  a number of successful contacts wer e made on 23cm 

using that dish, on the majority on CW and a few on JT.  However, there were also some 

learning points from that exercise!  Firstly, although the dish rotation at maximum speed 

seemed quite slow -  it took approx. 70 seconds for a full 360°, experience proved that this was 

considerably too fast.  When moon tracking, as the controller updated the dish position, it was 

moving too far at each step.  The thrust bearing operation was not as smooth as I would have 

liked.  The engineer who machined i t for me did not follow my request, thinking that he had a 

better idea -  I donôt think he did! 
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   Fig 1 -  Detail of 2.4m prime focus dish azimuth drive  

The frame tube rotating round the support tube was also not very smooth -  it was quite difficult 

to g et all the screws intended for fixed settings to just the right pressure to allow the dish to 

rotate freely -  the outside of the support tube was not a smooth circle.  

Finally, although this was not a factor in the operation of the drive, the W2DRZ control system 

I had elected to use was barely adequate for 23cm operation.  It may have been better with a 

slower drive, but my main concern was that it did not have a capability to offset the dish from 

the calculated position.  This was not a major issue at 23cm , where the beamwidth is  about 

5° for this size of dish, but since the profile of the Channelmaster dish was good to above 

11GHz, it did rule out operation on the higher bands, where that capability is essential.  It 

contributed to my decision to re -engin eer the system.  

In 2007/2008 I had the opportunity to work with the West Chester Radio Club, WC8VOA, in 

Cincinatti, where they had use of a 7.2m Vertex dish, and were trying to bring it into use on 

3cm.  Once we had acquired a suitable Rx system, I soon le arned about dish offsetting!  

Pictures of my 2.4 dish and the component parts can be found at [1] and the WC8VOA story is 

at [2] http://wc8voa.org/eme -station - information/  

 

My current project 
The drive to be described here is for a 1.8m Prodelin offset dish.  I obtained a surplus dish in 

its manufacturers packaging several years ago, and have recently been working on a 3cm 

station using this dish.  Again, the standard mount is designed for fixe d service, but the type 

of modification I did on the 2.4m dish was not suitable for this mount.   For the offset dish, the 

point at which the elevation pivots is in front of the centre of azimuth rotation, unlike the prime 

http://wc8voa.org/eme-station-information/
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focus dish where it is directly a bove the azimuth rotation.  The dish azimuth arm, spine and 

feed mount are shown in DL4MEAôs photograph at Fig 2. 

 

Fig 2 -  The basic Prodelin offset dish structure  

This opened up another option -  to insert a gearbox drive between the top of the head post 

and the azimuth arm of the dish.   After considerable sketching and some measurements,  it 

looked as though an extra height of about 150mm would result from introducing this gearbox, 

which I considered acceptable.  
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After researching available mechanical parts, I spent some time on my CAD program to get an 

idea of the dimensions.  The initial plan view drawing is shown in Fig 3 below.  

 

Fig 3 -  Initial CAD drawing for dish drive -  plan view  

The objective was to achiev e a drive 3 to 4 times slower than my original dish, so a worm drive 

motor was selected, and that was followed by an 80:1 second worm drive reduction gearbox. 

Final drive to the azimuth shaft was via a 2.5:1 reduction chain drive.  I calculated that this 

should give around 4min for a complete revolution.  A number of aspects of the initial design 

were modified after discussion with more experienced mechanical engineers, but the basic 

design concept has been carried through.  
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The first step was t o build the drive system using MDF for the plates.  This was easy and quick 

to do, and started to show up the minor changes that would be needed.  A full working drive 

system was built this way, but without the chain tensioning and azimuth sensor system ï Fig 

4.  

 

Fig 4 -  MDF ómock-upô of the drive system 

On top of the upper plate is a thrust bearing to support the dish, and a large collar to secure 

the azimuth arm to .  Initial tests showed that the drive system was rather slower than I had 

intended, so the final chain drive ratio was reduced a little. In other respects, the drive system 

did what was intended, and with the knowledge gained from the dummy build exercise , I had 

the confidence to cut some steel!  

The top, bottom and motor plates are all 6mm mild steel.  I had the outlines of these plates 

laser cut, since there is no distortion of the steel.  The support pillars for the corners are 10mm 

threaded rod inside t ube.  A 20mm dia steel drive shaft is used for the output, with top and 

bottom bearings and a thrust bearing on the top plate.   The upper support collar is machined 

to locate inside the thrust bearing, and on the top of the collar a plate is bolted to sup pport the 

azimuth arm.  See Figs 5 and 6  

A considerable amount of lathe work went into creating the chain tensioning system and the 

azimuth sensor system -  these were not off - the -shelf components.  I had decided early on to 

use the OE5JFL EME controller s ystem, so the MAB25 sensor is mounted on the bottom plate 

of the gearbox, and is driven by a 1:1 belt drive from the main shaft.  I would have preferred 

to have it concentric on the shaft, but this was not possible without cutting holes in the support 

tube  -  which would have weakened it.   The limit switches and the sensor terminations are on 

the top of the upper plate.  
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Fig 5 -  Early stage build showing reduction gearbox and lower bearing in place  

 

 

Fig 6 -  Full gearbox with azimuth arm in place on thr ust bearing  

 

A small plastic enclosure is mounted on the top plate (Fig 7) so that all the sensor and control 

cables can be taken into one place.  The sensor connections back to the JFL Controller are 

through an RJ45 connector at the back of the box, and t he power connections for the motors 

are via separate cables.  
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Fig 7 ï Detail of limit switches and terminal box on upper plate  

 

 

Fig 8 ï Dish spine in place on azimuth arm, with elevation jack  

 

Elevation control is by a 24ò heavy duty satellite screw jack, which sits in place of the original 

elevation bolt ï Fig 8.  Two lengths of 2ò aluminium angle have been added to the back of the 

azimuth arm so that counter weights can be used to minimise the uneven load on the gearbox 

bearings.  
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For the elevation sensor, I decided to use an on -axis mounting for the sensor.  I have previously 

used a pendulum type sensor, but without some damping of the pendulum arm, there is too 

much overshoot each time the drive is stopped.   To ensure the axis of t he sensor encoder is 

properly aligned with the axis of the elevation arm, the end of the elevation bolt was centre 

drilled in the lathe and tapped for an M6 bolt.    An aluminium U bracket holds the sensor, as 

in Figs 9 and 10,  

 

Fig 9 ï Locating jig for t he on -axis elevation sensor bracket.  

and a piece of bar acts as the actuator, with a long M6 bolt threaded into the dish spine.  A slot 

in the bar allows for any eccentricity in the mechanism.  

 

Fig 10 ï Completed elevation sensor assembly  

Next Steps 
Having reached the stage where the dish spine can be controlled in azimuth and elevation via 

the JFL controller, then whole assembly now needs stripping down and preparing for moving 
























































































